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Senate mulls room bill
By. Bryan Alexander
The student senate will consider a bill in future meetings
which wilf make it difficult for
troublesome students to re<'.:eive
on-campus· housing at the Uni•versity of New Hampshire.
J'he bill,- if passed, will implement a Non-Renew·al System
Process Plan. SJudents who clo
not distinguish themselves prop- .
erly in the dorms may not be
eligible for on-campus housing'
the following academic year. .
The stud~nt senate reviewed
the bill at Sunday's meeting. The_
senate tabled it until student
feedback can be heard on the
issue. /
De'an of Student Affairs J.
Gr~gg Sanborn said ~the decison
to i:\ut this plan into ,effect 1s
ent-ir'cl-y up to the student senate.
He said the administration
would follow whatever the
senate dictated on this matter.
"We will not implement this
plan if yol! as the senate do not
give the ne<:essary support,'~said
Sanborn. .
According to Christina Cameron, senate Residential Life
and Dining Services chairperson, the plan will help rid the
dorm of unru-Ly~,-r_es{dett,;i.-t,s~,apll;,.,
-allow good ·srudeKts to 'stay in. ··
This system will not nullify .

the lottery warned Director of
Residential Life 'carol ·Bischoff,
,but would make it a: "far rri•o te
justifiable system."
Bischoff said the plan was
nearly implemented previously
at UNH. lri the preparatory
s rages 12-15 people we re
singled out as unfit for dorm
_living according to the plan. She
said they represented a small
percentage of the 393 .students
lotterie9 9ut of housing last year.
Student Body Vice President
Barbara Cerreta said the plan
would make the lottery fairer
- the reason the senate asked
fot such a plan l~sfyeat. She said
senators were distressed over
situations where ideal students
we~e kicked out of do~ms because of the lottery.and sub:par
residents were allowed to stay.
The bill-calls fot a board to
drf ~ up criteria to determine
what stud~nts would be considered undesitable for dorm life.
Flagrant violaters of this criteria
would be warned they are in ·
jeopardy of losing their housing ·
agreement for the following
year.
Cameron said this is very
important because it gives the
studep.t the chan.~.e. to ~"~hape
up.'' She said th1s would prev~nr'
resident assistants · and _hall

directors frorp blackballing s.tudents they didn't like ..
This would not keep senators
from using prejudice to get
students out, said Student Activity Fee Business Ma·n·ager Jim
Griffith. He said this gave
resident assist.ants too much
power to get rid of people they
do not like.
'Tt is a subjective system,"
agreed Cerreta .. "It's inherently ·
subjective, we can't get arm1nd
that. But we can make it as safe
and objective as possible."
· Bischoff said the bill was filled
with ·points which would protect
the student from personal prejudice. · She said each offense of
the criteria would be put ·in the
d4ty log. This means ea~c h
offense is aocurriented, not
fabricated in any way, she said,.
The repeat offender would
be put under the atte·ntion of
the hall director said Bischoff.
If the student continued poor ·
behavior after being warned by
the hall director the case would By Marla G. Smith ,
Colwell as 40· years-old, white,
be brought before the review
· Police are still searching for six feet tall, 200 lbs, and wearing
board she said. This board would the 40 year-old rnan whoabduct- a tan quilted, coat, worn canvas ·
shoes with plastic toes, jeans
decide whether the renewal ed Lisa Ann Colwell last- week.
would be denied.
, Colwell was found by state and a plaid shirt.
Colwell was held ca_ptive in
Bischoff ·said there were police in Concord last Friday
e,nough ·checks .ind baJances)n ..)lt 7:.40 . a.m, She ., had .been he·~_car fqr two and , a half days
fr they ' drove through New
the· system to keep ·'persoruiL mis'si.ng since Tues·day night. ·
· .
' ·
· '° · -·
·
State police confirmea that Hampshire, Massachusetts and
NO~-R.ENEWAL, page 2 3,
a man abducted her a·t knife- Connecticut.
·
According to Lee Police Chief
poiot from UNH's A-Let across
from the field liouse. Colwell . :Brian Burke, the man maintold the police she got out of tained controi over Colwell
her car and walked a few feet "through intimidation ·and fear.
away from it . when she ,was ,The knife was always prfSent,
accosted by a: inan armed with ·a lthough it was not always
. pointed at her."
a knife.
Friday · morning Colwell was According Bertha Hickins, ·
Colwell's auQ,t, she has been able to escape, she told police,
excused from classes and her when her abductor went a few
· final exams until she recuper- feet away from the car and
neglected to take the keys with
ates.
"She's happy to be home him. At the time, the two 'were
alive," said Hickins, who was in Massachusetts.
Colwell drove until she saw
relieved when .the st~_te police
called Friday morning to con- _signs· for Rout~ 93 North. She
firm that Colwell had been knew this would take her to
Concord and thought she could
found.
.
Colwell is now living at home . make it ·home from there.
Burke said Colwell and her
in Center Strafford. with her
mother and stepfather, {?otothy . abductor obtained food during
·and frving Bickford. According the two and a half days, but he
t6 Hickins_, ''We don't let Lisa ~ would not be specific. He rego out alone. There's no way fosed to discuss · whether the
she'd want to go out by herself. abductor forced h'er to take any
·
.
It's gojng to take her some time drugs.
Colwell is a sophomore at
' to get over this fright." ,
Colwe_ll was on her way to a UNH majoring in prelab in the Spaulding Life Science veterinary studies. ' ·
Burke said Colwell was "very
Residential Life and Dining Services Council Chairpe·r son Christina Camero.n speaking at· , Building Ti.resday at around 5:30
ner_vous, -upset and distraught",
.
p.m.
.
Sunday's student senate ~eeting. (Bryan flexander photo)
~•
•
·.
The man was desc~ibed by
SEARCH, page 23C
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Fraterriity ·meeting delays .class
By Mary Beth Lapin "
A University English instructor said she was .barred from her
. scheduled Hamilton Smith classroom on Dec. 1 by fraternity
members holding a meeting.
Janice McGroary said she a nd
students in her 7:40 p.m. English 401 .class had to wait in the
hall outside room 101 for 20
minutes because the door was
held clos~d against them. "
McGr~ary said " th e room

smelled like a brewery" when
she entered'. There was no
visible evidence of alcohol use
she said. ,
,
'·
McGroary's s't udents have
· said the men were members of
Theta Chi fradrnity. According
to McGroary the men ref.use.cl
to identify t hemselves and ignored her questiqns.
. .
, Theta Ch·1 v1ce-pres1
·
· ·d ent
Scott Ritzmann said a brothers
business m_e·eting was held in

room 101 at·6:30 p.m. on Dec.
. 1. The meeting had been sche, duled for room 142, but the
members found this room in use
by students as a study area.
'-'Room 101 was empty at 6~30,"
Ritzmann said.
Ritzmann did not attend the
mee_ting. He said according to
brothers present they had been
interrupted several -times by
stu(dents and did not know
Mc Gr oar y was a fa cul t,y ·

member. ." When they realized
she was a teacher th~y left in
an orderly fashion.''. .
.
Ritzmann said -it is against
fraternity policy to serve alcohol
at business meetings.
When McGroary reported the
incident to Dean William
Kidder on Dec. 2 she thought
the fraternity involved might
be Kappa Sigma conducting .a
pledge meeting. ·
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Bas ket bal l sho oto ut brin gs Stu del lts tog eth er
.(

By Peter A. Katz
.The Great UNH Shootout
was a group project for ten
'students in a Tourism cfnd
M~nageme nt c·la~s, but for contestant Peter Waisgerbe r it was
a chance for him to wfo Boston
Celtics tickets and to meet some
new people .with :w hom he could
play basketball.
The competitio n, organized
by students in a Leisure Management and Tourism dass, was
held at the field house.
Professor Ann_Morgan said
the course, which is-mandato ry
for all s_tudents in the depanment, taught the students how
to design a project that met the
needs of a population .
She said she liked the basketball project, because it attracted
"a good number of students not
usually in basketball com_p etition, other than intramu,raJs.
They are not oo intercolleg iate
teams and it presents a compet,
itive outlet."
Sophomor e Peter Waisgerbe r
Studen(s competin g f_or Celtics tickets in the Great UNH - said the tournamen t was a great
idea. "It.is _a great ~ay bring
. •
Shootout. (Stu Evans-pho to)
together and meet with people.
· ·

Frenc h ·prem ier,appea ls-~
"' -f~r order and peace
Paris - French premier Jacques Chirac_app ealed
to the French students "for order and reason and
res~onsibi lity" ·as the student-led demonstra tions
~
.
agamst the governmen t escalated.
Despite a ni~ht of r~ot_ing, looting, and vandalism, .
th<: French pnme mrnister refused to withdraw
legislation wpich would have changed the university
system. Chirac w~rned that the governmen t would
not toler~te the vi<?lence much longer.
The _r10,~s? which were led by "leftists and
anarchists ·rn the Lati_n Quarter revived images
of the May,1968 student-po lice cl~shes. To date
the recent riots have injured. 68 people; rwenty~
· thi;ee others have been arrested.

· Iran finan ced bomb ing
/ killing 258 U.S. Marin es
Miami - The United States went ahead with the
controvers ial Iran arms deal· even after having firm
evidenc~ that Iran had financed the Beirut bombing
at t~e Marine· compound , killing 258 US mihta~y
se.r:vicemen.
The Miami Herald, wliich broke the story, said
that the National Security Agency (NSA) .i ntercepted
diplomati c messages in 1983 showing that Iran·
· had plotted and totally financed the bombings at
·
the Marine compound and US embassy'.
Congressm an Stephen Solarz (D-NY) told a CNN
in~erview er that the "NSA had the capabilitie s
to mtercept the messages." Although it was probably
too late to halt the attack, "such knowl~dge makes
it more unbelievab le and unforgivea ble that the
Reagan administra tion went along" with .the arms
··
deal, Solarz stated.
· The Miami Hera/drece ived confirmat ion from
a White House official on the substance of the story.

N6w I know people I can play lay-ups, also helped him in the·
· competitio n. 'Twas not nervous,
basketball with."
Each participant had to shoot . because I had nothing to lose.
from all five shooting locations: There were at least seven guys .
two near the basket, two from there _who I have played ,with ,
tu·rther away, and the hardest who could shoot better than me.
one from the top of the basket- I j'ust shot the ball."
A teammate of Narsiff's on
baH key. Each basket was ·worth
one, three, or five.points r.espec~ the hockey teain,- Heidi Chalup- ·
. nik, won the women's compe .
,
tive:ly.
. After one -shot from all three · titioµ. "I emered it for Cathy,"
areas, a person rnuld shoot from ' she said_: . · · . -- · . ,
any of the locations until the · Others might have been planone minute time-limit ran out. ning their strategies a.bout from
This presented the competitor where they would shoot. Cha~
with -a gambler-'s decision: to · lupnik had 111ore modest plans.
shoot easy shots for only one "I hope I can make a basket,"
point, or to bet an entire -l ife- she said before the competitio n
·
_.
savings by trying tli.e harder began:
She said she did not play much
shot, w i_th obviously a lesser
percentag e, but worth more basketball , nor did -she watch
it in her hometown in Alaska. ·
~
. points?
Junior Mike Caron, Narsiff's For this re<!son, she was not too
boyft:.iend, woh the men's com- exc,i_req _about her_first priz,~:
.p etition by using the hard shot front row Boston Celtics tickets ·
strategy:. "r went to the five again.st Milwaukee. She said she ·
point line as soon as 1 could," would probably give the tickets
he said. · "I am not a good -to a frien,d, but when she was
·shooter; ·so I needed rea·l quickly told the price she could sell the
tickets for (around $50) she
_as many points as I could get:"
He said his ''driving to the thought it was incredible and
basket," meaning he likes to take may-be she· would change h_er
·
mind.

US aids Hond uran force s
T estar verde wins
Heism an in\... lands lide __ .. ,' again st Sand inista ar.~ y.

\

,

' '

.

. Tegucigal pa, Honduras - US helicopter s ~on-:
veyed Honduran forces across the Nicaraguaf.l border
in an attempt by the Honduran governme nt to
· New York .- University of Miami quarterbac k
retaliate ,against a Sandanista attack along a ·border
college
Vinnie Testaverde easily outdistance d every
.
· _
patrol.
·
football play~r Saturday night to gain the 52nd
According to a US governmen t official, Honduran
.
Beisman trophy. •
planes strafed Nicaragua n troops along the
Testaverd e, whose arm has led the Miami _ mountaino us border.-Th e Sandanista s-claim to have
Hurricanes to deven wins without a loss, a number
kUled three Honduran oficers and have captured
one ranking on both the sportswrit ers (AP) and.
two others in the week.
coaches (UPI) polls, and a January -2 date with
A statement issued Sunday by Honduran president
number two Penn State (11-0) for the national
Azcona said that his country" has reque·sted
Jose
ehampion ship, easily outdista,nc ed runner-up
received US air support to move our (Honduran )
and
Temple runningbac k Paul Palmer.
froops to the affected sector to repel the Nicaraguan
Michigan quarterback Jim Harbaugh, Oaklahoma
troops."
linebacker Brian Boswor_th, and Holy Cross run°:ingback Gordie Lockbaugh rounded out the top
five. Testa-verde's victory of more than 1500 points
was the most lopsided since 1968 when OJ Simpson
·
beat Larry Keyes by more than 1700 points.
As a final note on the Heisman, Gordie lockbaugh
received more first place votes than anyone else
other than Testaverd e. A Division I-AA player,
Lo.c kbaugh is in serious contentio n to wfo the
Reisman in his senior year for the Crusaders. _

NSC chief ·pers uade d
Reag_an
_to conti nue arl11s
Lend), Beck er in Nabis co _shipm ents·
Washingt on. - After deciding to halt arms
Mast ers cham pions hip
shipments to Iran in December , 1985, Presidem

_ Reaga1:1 was _persu~ded by f?rmer National Security
CouQ.ol advisor VICe Admiral John Poindexte r to
resume the sales, according . to former and present
. New York - Tennis' top two seeds are headed
Reagan administra tion officials.
m~o th~ season-~nd ing r~Ta?isco Masters champion- .
r told the president the only way the
Po~n?exte
ship wit~ the wmner gammg·the year,.end- number
remammg American hostages heldfo Lebanon would
.
·
·
one rankmg.
released was to r~sume the sales to Teheran.
be
Ivan Lendl, _currently the number one ranked · _Accordin g to adminstra tion officials, talks with
seed and winner of two_ major champio nships
_ Iran collapsed when· tl1e president halted the arms
(Frenc~ and·_US Opens)this year and three Masters
.
shipment in December.
champions hips (1981; 1982, 1985), will face Boris
new informatio n was leaked by former and
The
· ~ecker, the West German teenage sensation who
current officials within the State Depahme nt and
is ranked number two in the world. Becker has won
within the White House. Secretary: of State was
·
the .last two ~imbledon champions hips.
scheduled to testify before the Senate Intelligenc e
'
The two _will meet for the fifth time this year.
·
Committee yesterday!·
In t.he previous four meetings Becker has crushed
'
Lendl in three finals.
1
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Resi-life must
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By' Bryan Alexander ·
administration handled the
. The student senate formally decison.
knocked the University adminSenators said it was hypocrit;istration for making <decisions ical to a_gree with the decison ·
· without consulting student lead- and not agree with the. way it
ers at the senate meeting Sunday was made. They voted -to table
the bill unti! a compromise could
night.
·
.
The senate agreed urpnim- , be reached.
·
Since two ;,eeks passed b~ously to approve a bill stating
"that the Residential Life and fore the nex.t meet-ing, Ca!lleron
Dining Services Council of tb.e said it was "ludicrous" to repristuden t senate shall be the mand the administration for the
primary body to pe contacted decison.
aµ.d · informed on any upcoming
. Cameron ;said the -new bill
issues effecting (sic) studeqts would serve as a reminder to
This car was the apparent victim of a Friday afternoon fender-bender. (Stu Evans photo)
living in Residential Halls Residential Life that ·the senate
and/or students using the Din- ·should be kept up to date on
~ing Facilities."
issues such as this.
This bill was cre·ated after
"From this point .O!J. ~arol
several senators were outraged Bischoff had better wak~ up,"
by the Residential Life decison said Cameron.
to abandon the "themes of the
Cameron said Bischoff was
mini-dorms excep~ for Eaton not totally, to bla.me -for the
and Hall house without inform.: mistake. She said Bischoff put
ing sn!_dent leaders _said Chri.s- Mary Fa-ucher dire·c tor of the _
tina Cameron. Ca:rne'ron chafrs mini-dorms, on the -chair of a
By Kristy Market
whether or not he'will run again " However, Young said he
the Residential Life louncil for committee to decide the outdoubted the recent con!roversy
. Potential preside'ntial ca.n- in 1988.
didate Gary Hart said last Friday
. Hart, in a speech delivered _would harm the Republicans on . . the ~enate. She 'said she heard come of these dorms.
Cameron said Faucher did not
·n ight at the New England at the fundraiser, hailed Cohen_ a local level unless it "reached the news after the decison rand
~ realize that the senate is the
Center he would announce as an "activist,-dedicated worker, the stage of a Watergate-style from unofficial sources.
She said the themes deserved primary body to be contacted
whether he will se~k presiden- progressive thinker, one who investigation."
.
The fundraiser reception cost _to be dropped, bq_t was against on student affairs.
tial nomination -"after the ho- works with conviction and ho"Mary didn't realize the stunesty and one who knows we . $25 per person, $5 for students. the way Residential Life did not
lidays."
Hart participated in a Demo- (the Un'ited States) fouled up Cohen said it raised $800, P,art keep the senate up to elate on dent senate was supposed to be
involved or I was supposed to
~cratic fundraiser for Democratic in Nicaragua." Hart has been of which will be used by Hart its progress.
Cameron proposed two bills be. involved," said Cameron.
a,c tivist Burt .Cohen. -Cohen, a~ senator of Colorado since 1974, for a $750,000 debt. Cohen sa.id
Bischoff said there.were three.
at the previous senate· meeting.
reported by the Portsmou'th and is serving his last term in his current debt is $25,000.
According to Raymond .Buck-.. One bill said the senate agreed students on the mini-dorm
Herald, los-t the September .· Congress. According to an .arprimary by 12 points to Jim tide in the Washington Post ley, a Democrat in the New · °?'7ith the decison made by Re- board, but they were not in the
Demers. ·
·
last January, Han was leaving . Hampshire legislature, many sidential Life to drop the senate.
· Neither Cohen nor Hart Congress··to nm for president. · political candidates ~re left in , themes. The next bill said the ,,. .-.Tne principle of student '
senate opposed the "'!"ay the - BIL:t, page 13
- would commit themselves to the
· Accordi'ng to other Cohen _HART, page 13
1988 elestions.
,
. . , supporters_, Cohen is one of the ·
Dudley Dudley, another ac- ' few pr6gressive Democrats in'.
tive Democrat parricipating in New Hampshire. However,
Friday night's event, said she Dudley commented that she is
, would probably not seek a "beginning to despair" a proDemocratic nomination.
gressive Democrat wi11 never
Dudley lost to Bob Smith in be elected to Congress in New'
. the 1984 Congressional elec- Hampshire, a state she terms
tions. She said she believes both "conservative."
..
Cohen and Hart will run in
"Look at this school (the
•1988.
---=----university of New Hamp"I think he (Cohen) will run shire)," said Dudley. "It's one
again," said Colonel John Barr, of the most politically inert
one of Cohen's supporters and campuses ih the country."
"It's probably the deadening
a member of the Beyond War
· movement: "He's my favorite influence of the M'anchester
candidate in New Hampshire. Union Leader," Dudley s.aid . .
According to the Republican
- He's one of the few who under·'" stands that politics (today) are headquarters in Concord, 3 7
percent of New Hampshire
insane."
Cohgressman Bob Smith residents ar'e registered Repub. would most l_ikely be- Cohen's licans, with 32 percent Incle. opponent i1 Cohen won the pendent and, 31 percent DemoDemocratic nomination, accord., crat. .
ing to Paul Young, executive
Hart said in his speech the· di.rector of-the_: New Hampshjre . Republicai: pany would be
Republican paf~ J- Smith is the ?a1:1-aged by the C9 ntragate
' Republican's strongest candi- rnndent, but urged Democrats
:. date for the 1988 first district not _to take advantage of a
• Congres.sional elections. Smith's- · situation which harms "not only
Mehrun ·E-tebari, using the nusery sc hool computer at the UNH Child and Family Center..
press secretary Lisa Stocklan the Administration, but the
(Mark Des Rochers
photo)
.
..
· ·
· ..
said Smith has not annou.nced . Ameri<;an people."
.
,,,
.
'

Hart helps Cohen fundr~ise

·j

1

~

.

health facility have been stalled students in school. She said the handle students. because of a number of trees in student loss rate is not a probGel wick said ,her staff of eight
lem at UNH, but there is room psychiatrists and ,t wo pre
the way of the construction.
'They couldn't cut down any for improvement.
,
doctoral interns see 414 stua.ents
"We ought to be better thE:_n . individually each year on the
trees because this is Tree -City
we're doing," said Hoff.
· USA," said Norton.
average of six times a p:iece.
Norton sits on this committee ·
One way her committee is
Phyllis Hoff from the Ret· She encouraged students with
By Bryan Alexander
·. __. Health and Human Services with two other students, and . ention Committee informed the J looking into~the problem is by any kind of problems (a.epreschairperson Stephani,e Norton two administrators. These ad- senate of her research into tht' . conucting _in-depth interviews sion, rating disorders, etc.) to
, miriistrat.o rs including Health reason's students leave UNH
with students le aving die uni- come to the cemer." Gelwick
: said the Drug Advisory Comversity. She requested senators assured complete confidentiaf:
. .
mittee_for the University agreed Education Counselor Kathleen before graduating.
Gildea-Dinzeo and Associate
She reported 62 perecerit of to have students who were. ity.
to write a letter to Dean of
Students For the U nivers,ity
Student Affairs J. Gregg San- - Director of Public Safety Major UNH sn1dents enrolled as-fresh~ · leaving contact her.
Roger Beaudoin.
. ·
Beverly Prosser-Gelwick Chairperson Liz Gibbs, sa:'i.d.
man graduate within five years.born.
Norton said the letter also Of the remaining 38 percent, from the Counseling and Test- Durham may be restucturi#g
Norton said this letter reprisupports
the student senate bill 20 . percent withdraw from ing Center informed the senate its government. She said they
mands Sanborn for not consultof the progress the center has , may appoint a Town Admining the committee while writing which voices opposition to the school completely.
Hoff said her committee is made since the senate allocated istrator and nine town council
up his revised drug policy earlier_ new policy.
Norton said plans for the new looking into ways of keeping - fonds fo-r another intern to SEN"ATE, page 23
this semester.
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.· Do you .think . that the Student Senate has been;
. effective in representing student views? . ·

nThey are trying as hard
as they can, but one can't' ,
please everyone · at-. all
·.Chris S~ntaniello
• ,_ Sophmore ·
Social Work

'~Well, J hdven't seen many
changes. They may be voici,ng our concerns, but
nothing seemes to . have
changed drastically about
the university. "
Michael Hurni
Sophmore
- Electrical Engineering

"I don't ·k now much about
the student senate, but they .
must be putting some effort
into it, I'll give them credit
-for that."
Carol Hague
Sophmore
Liberal Studies

he final student senate meeting· was held Sunday
night.
f

. nYes,· 1'11! happy wiih the
way the se·n ate worked
with the administration to
. express the views of students. The senate is obliged
to keep a watchful eye on
thf admin_istration, especially over the summer'.
Lorf!._en Costello
Freshmaii
Liberal Arts; Undeclared ·
,
.'f,
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: LASAGNA NITE :

. : .Our chefs have prepared · :
: · an Italian delight justfor you :
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A mouth watering piece : ,
of lasagna, _a slice of .. . : :
Garlic bread and an
:
8 oz cup of your
:
favorite drink. ,.

•
•

"All for one low price." :

Wednesday-Dec. IO . :

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••

A Winter's ·E ve
Concert,
The Mt. Holyoke '\r~s's
&

Be Natural Brass Quintet .
&

.

.

.

.

The New Hampshh~e G:entle1nen,"· '~. ·..

Johnson rrheater P.C.A.C.
7:30p. rn-, Saturday, Decem_be,r 13 ~ 1986
TICKETS
$,3.oo ·students $5.00 General Publi
Tickets Availabi• · . t ,vi MU'B Ticket Office - ·8 13?.-2?90
IN COO PL I i~ I I<,~; w l I i1 111[ 0111<:'> o f S 1·11~"n! Acl1v1fe1,;

GOOD-- SINGING-& GOOD TIM~~S
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Waste ·co-op seeks dumf) •. site ·
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9
Men's Basketball-at Yale

By Joanne Bourbeau

Blood Drive-"Tis the Five Days of Christmas at Durham
Edmond Janst:;n, professor of alternative, he said, but they
Red Cross Blood Drive.'-' Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.Resource Eu,nomics at UNH would ~e more costly.
3 p.m.
and member of ll!t, Dur.ham
board of selectman, said the
"It's a problem that 's only
Chemistry. Lecture- ''Sensors, Surface,s and Flou.rescence,"
state is "following some very · going to get more serious as
"Dr. Rudolph Seitz, Professor of Chemistry, nationally known
conservative manners" in this . time passes," s~idJansen.
ex:pert on chemical sensors. Room 1103, •P arsons, 11 .a.m. ·
matter.
Lect~·re- "The Appli~~tion of .~he Nuclear Sciences ~o
Peter Paiton, of France ·Roc:td
Archeology a·nd tfie Frne Arts, Dr. Garman Harbottle,
According to Rance CoJlins,
According to Jansen, residen- in Barrington, feels he hasn't
Brookhav~n National Laboratory. Room A218; Paul Arts,
chairman of the board for the . tial ash doesn't po-se much of been sufficiently informed about
12:40 p.rri.
Cooperative, the ash is incin- a hea-lth hazard if it is managed · the situation : "They ~-ried to
erated iri the resource re_covery properly. He said that he thinks · jt1stify the site after they picked
Student Recital #3-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, J p.rri.
plant located in Du_rham. It is a.n ash dump "will be monitored it," he _said ..
riow bei.ng dumped in a tempor- as effectively as a raw garbage
Spanish Film Sertes-·" Dona F_lo~ and Her T)Vo Hus.b-a·n ds."·'
ary site in Epping, New Hamp-: dump." _
Room 303,James, 4 p.m. Adm1ss1oq $1.
: · ._
Pc:!iton said they would have
shire.
sensitized people to · the site Celebrity Series~Beaux Arts Trio, Johnson Theater, Paul
· Jansen :said it is still diffic~lt beforehand . He said he was
Arts, 8 p.m.
·
· _
·
-. ·
,
·
concerned
.because
the
district
"There's no health problem · to deal with the fears of the
whatsoever," he said, but res- Barrington citizens. He said that sh.ould have known that they
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IO
idents of ·the region are still even if the health hazard was'n 't were in need of a site for some
Blood Drive~Granite State Room, MUB,._10 a.m. to 3 p.m.'
concerned abo_ut having a dump a factor in this situation, the site time, but didn't inform the
-~ public.
site in their home towns.
would still have a negative
Women's Basketball-vs. Fairfield,· Field Hou~e, 7 p.m.
impact on property values ..
· Now it is something that "the .
The Durham plant has been
Men's Hockey-vs; Boston College,. Srtively, 7:30 p.m.
communities will have to deal
burning ash since August ·1980,
· Citizens will most probably with," he said.
but since then ~the state· has appeal any decision the state
UNH Symphonic Band and Wind Symphony-Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
~
_
tightened their regulations, said makes to make the Barrington
Robert Soucy, 57, of the
Collins.
site permanent, sai_d Jansen. It. Barrington Mobile Ho-rne
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11 ·
seems now that the site won't Estates, has been living in
· According to Norman Stiles, . be approved until late February Barrington for nine years.
Blood Drive-Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.-m.
a Durham town selectman, or March a,t the earliest, he said. ·
Brown Bag It at the Galleries-Christmas Concert, UNH Student
landfills are closed everywhere.
He said that he didn't know
.
Brass Quimet. Art Galleries, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m. .. .
"The operational committee
Dumping ash instead of raw . much about the site, but he has·
of lamprey is working with the garbage still has its benefits. started to think more about it.
Student Recital #4-~ratton Recital-HaU, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
state, viewing and prepa_ring Ash dumping .is cheaper because
sites that will be selectable," it packs ·a lot more solid,Jansen
'Tm concerned about a health
Phys.ics/ EOS Colloquium- "Solar Ultraviolet Observati<?ns
said Stiles.
said.
hazard, and about future generfrom Space Lab 2." Presented by Dr. John Barto~, scieqttstations," he said.
·
astronaut, who flew on Sf ace Shuttle Challengers July 1985
Lab 2 Mission. Room 20 , Murkland, 3:30 p.m, (Dr. Bartoe
Burning the ash also produces _
Collins said the cooperative
is available for questions, Fri., Dec. 12, Rooin 105~ Demeritt,
has purchased a, site on Tolend steam that is sold back to the
9-11 a.m.)
·
·
Road in Barrington for burying U niversity for heating buildings,
said_
Collins.
The
U
niverthe ash. The State Bureau of
Earth Sciences Colloquium -"Regiona:l Sources of. Pollution
Solid Waste Management is still sity only has to pay 80 percent
Letters to~the editor should
Aerosols and Acid Ram in New England," by Dr. Ken Rahn,
deciding if it meets their- re-_ of-what they would pay for oil.
University of Rhode Island. Forum Room, Library, 4 p.m.
be
typed
and
signed,
and
quirements for the proper dis)r&1st include an address · Women's Swi-m~ing-v,s. Keene State, Field House, 4 p.m.
posal of ash.
One solution would be to
"stop creating the stuff in the . arid telephone number for
· "Encore: A Musical Theatre Showcase" ~Family-oriented
Tom Sweeney, from -the Bu- first place," said Jansen. Reu - verification.
90-minute tribute to the Ameri~an Musical Theatre, featuring
reau of Solid Was-te, was un- sable packaging ari-cl bio.:•
· UNH musical theatre and dance students. Proceeds to benefit
ava.ilable for comment.
degradable material could be ,an ·
theatre scholarships funds and UNH Theatre· for Youth
Program.Johns.o n Thea_ter, Paul Arts, 7 p:m. $1 donatio.n
at door. ·
:
· ·
The Lamprey Regional Solid
Waste Cooperative is still considering permanent dumping sites for .rubbish ash burned
from Dur-ham and twelve surroundi!]g towns.

1

.-------..i------

MUSO Film-"Clockwork Orange." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
..
Women's Ice Ho~key-vs. Harvard, Snively, 7 p.m.
Men's Basketba·lf-vs. Massachusetts, Field Hou~e, 7:30 p.m.

OVERSIZED .
FLEECE '

.TOPS

,.

Have fun and look
great too m our
oversi?ed fleece tops
·from squeeze.knd ·
knit works. Choose·
from many co_lors
in neat styles

.Half Pri~e

$15

*'

MUB PUB-Now So~nd Express; 9 p.m.
FRIDAy~ QECE~BkR i2 , . ,•:~ , · ,,!_ •
Last day df classes ..
Contra:qanc~-Swallowtail, Strafford Room, MUB., 7:30
Admission $3. · _
,
: . . , _ · •, ·

p.m .

· MUSO Film-Double Feat~re: :''Santa Claud:" 8 p.m. and "A
Miracle on 34th Street," 10 p .m., MUif PUB, students $2,
/general $4.
·
'-

CAL°ENDAR INFOn.MA TION M(JST BE SUBMITTE.D TO
THE OFFICE OF.STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Obse_~ve deadline~ ori prnper for.ms)

·

- _

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 -of the -Memorial Union Buil~•ing, UNH,Durham, N.H. 03824. Business.'
.Office hours: Monday - Fr--iday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic_year subscription:
524.00. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertise-rs should
.check their ads the first day. The.· Ne~ Hampshire willjn np..ca.s~ be
responsible for typograph•-::al or other errors, but :.w-ill reprinc ·Hiat pan ·
, of an adve!'tisement in which-a typographica-l' error appears, ~f notified
. immediately.,POSTMASTER:,send address changes to The.. New 'Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies. printed per issue
8y JournalTribt'fne Biddeford, Maine. _ ·
'
_ , · -. ,
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ACADEMIC

. JUNIOR YEAR STUDY ABROAD DIJON,
FRANCE: Applications for the UNH Junior _Y ear
• of Study in Dijon, France, rriay be picked up ,if-1 the
office of the Dept. of French and Italian, Room
102, Murkland: They should be returned by
December 15. Information regarding the program
is also available.
0

, .' K~FFEE STUNDE: Sp<;nsored by German Club: ·
Drmk ..coff~e and enjoy a snack as you practice your
qerman with other students. Thursdays, Room
_
9, Murkland, noo~-1 p.m.

SAFE RIDES: A service for students to provide
a safe transportation home for drivers under the
influend: of alcohol and/or other drugs and/or
those riding with them. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. Call
862 -1414 for a "Safe Ride."
NATIONA.L DRUNK AND DRUGGED DRIVING AWARENESS WEEK: December 14-20. The
goal of this week is to heighten awareness about
the facts of drugged and drunk driving. It is
if you choose to drink
important to remember chat
1
or use other drugs, mak e responsible decision_s
·
regarding your use.

CAREER
RECRUITING FOR FEBRUARY 1987: Recruiters
lists are now available for organizations recruiting
on campus in feoruary. Resumes mus~ be' submitted
for pre-screening by December 18, 1986. Stop by
Room 203, Career Planning & Placemeoc Office,
Huddleston.

, OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU S MEETING: ·
Individuals concerned about i:heir ·drinking or drug
_use are welcome.-Wednesdays, -Wolff House, noon,1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting
for individuals affected by a par_e nt's problem
drinking. Thursdays, Unde·rwood House, 7-8:30
p.m .

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Small group
workshop designed co help you begin your career
planning. Sign-up basis only in Room 203,
Huddleston. Wednesday, December 10, Room 203,
._ Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m.

CHRISTMAS TREE SALE: Xi Sigma Pi annual
Christmas tree sale, quality balsam, fir, cheap prices,
buy early. Now until trees are sqld, outside Peccee
Hall.

.,

w

$35
Gift certific ate availab le for:
. \\.8~
. ,.\0 , ,,
a.1>-0-'-1>~t'-~ a. '\).'o'=' \s<?\a. .

UNH FOLK CLUB MEETING: · Members of the
UNH Folk CluB·"wiH join the Women's Guild and ·
the Women's Club for their Dec. meeting. Alex
Winston will 'read "The Story of the Other
Wiseman~''. Friday, December 12, Paine Auditorium,,
Durham Comml;lnity Church_, 1:30 p.m.

't .

13 Jenkin s Ct .. Durh~ m
*offer ends De~.
868-·l 105

•'

have '{OUr
. ''Friends ·
Don't -Let
Friends
• Drun k''
.. 'Drive

tC

· National Drunk and Drugged ~Driving
··
Awareness Week
Decembe r 14-20, 1986

(t,'
IK~

THE OUTBACK

~

..

MAIN ST. - DURHAM
OPEN M-F TIL 7:QO SUNDAY 11-4
w

.

h

.~o\'t . . "t a.t\.'i--

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe de,a dlin~~ .
,
.
·
on proper forms)

(LOTS OF OTHER CHRISTMAS STUF FToo)

cc

.· ,. q

.• ,._., :

PERSON.A LIZE THEM WITH
GLITT ER FOR .FREE

,,,

r..---,

One Month* Holiday Special

CHRISTMAS
STOCKINGS
AN D HATS

AT,

,,

Give the
Gift of
_Health

. UNH STUDENT PEER GROUP MEETING:
Sponsored by Granite State Independent Living
Foundation. This groµp discus _ses accessibility,_.,
transportation , and· various other issues, affe<;:ting
disabled students in the campus environment .
· Thursdays, Notch Room, MUB, noon-1:30 p.m.

Rl:"and
write news for THE NEW llAMPSHI_
name in print
tC

~1

,:' - 1 ! , ~ r - - - - -

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZAT ION MEET, ING: For praise, prayer and fellowship. Wednes. days, Catholic Student Center, 7-8 p.m. ,

HOLIDAY POTLUCK: Sponsor.ed by NonTradi-t=ional Student Program. Bring food and good .
cheer. Wednesday, December 10, Underwood '
House, 5:30-8 p.m. Information 862-364i7.

1°'

society for all schools at the
University. Students must be
in the upper five percent of their
junior class, or the oppe_r 10
pe_rcent of thei-r graduating class
to qualify for .i;nembership.
When a candidate •is selected
by grad·e point averages, they
must be screened by their college
within the university. Chosen
students are initiated in April.
Dr_ Edward Durnall, secretary
. of the UNH Phi Kappa Phi
cha})tef said th e standards for
the scholarship are very high.
"The applicant has to be good,
there is no question about it,"
he said. "They have to be top.
flight, both in academics and
extra cu'r ricular activities."

MEETINGS

p.m.

NOTICE INFORMAT ION MUST BE SUBMIT. TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

~~

DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
Overview and discuss-ion of stress/stresso rs and
their effects on mental/ physical health along with
various coping skills, strategies and--cime management. Tuesday, December 9, Christensen, 7
p.m. and Wednesday, December 10, Stoke; 7 p.m.

GENERAL

LOST AND FOUND SALE: ·Sponsored by Office
of Student Activities. Sale of accumulated lost items
from this semester at low prices. Tuesday, December
· 9, in front of Grafton Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 4

.

......._

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU S MEETING: Closed
meeting for women concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon,-1 p.rn.

EXTRA ORIENT ATION FOR GRADUATIN G
STUDENTS: The orientation cape was ''borrowed"
from the office. There will be an extra orientation;
limited co the first 20 student who· show up. le will
· be video-caped. Thursday, December 11, Room
203, Huddleston, 4:30-6: 30 p.m.

MUB LOCKERS: Time co renew lockers for ~next
· semester or turn in your keys for your key deposit
refund before December 20, Room 322, MUB.

By Beth Ineson Phi :Kappa Phi, the national
university honor society, is .
offering a $6,000 scholarship
to members planning to attend .
graduate school.
The money may go coward
any field of graduate study. Fifty •
schoJarships will be given nationwide.
Seniors in Phi Kappa Phi
must apply for the scholarship
and one candidate is selected
fr.om each chapter for national
consideration . In' addition to the
50 scholarships , 30 honorable
mentions are also awarded at
$500 each. In 1984, a UNH
student received one of these
honorable mentions.
-Phi Kappa Phi is an honor

HEALTH

EXAM ANXIETY WORKSHOP : ·Sponsored by ·
Non-Traditio nal Student Program. Presented by
TASk. Practical helpful test-caking strategies char
can help you keep calm during major exams.
Tuesday, December, 9 from ~2:30 co 2 .p.m. a,nd .
Wednesday, December 10 from 9:30 co 11 a.m.
' ·
Information: 2-3647.

i

·Horior societY ·.
give s scholafs)iip

.c

)¢
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lJS DO THE COOKING

TUESDAY.tiECEM BER9
Broccoli Ow1che ·
Beef Stroganoff
Vegetable Soup
Cream of Mushroom
Sugar Co_o kies
I

WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY. DECEMBER 10-12
1

Let the MUB staff prepare lunch for y ou,

MONDAY-FRIDAY . DECEMBER 15-19
Let the MUB staff prepare lunch for you.
The MUB Management wishes you good LUCK on
your finals and Happy Holidays
See you next semester.

Students getting in some stl:ldy ti_m~ in the library earlier this week, (Mark DesRochers photo)

Studen ts find new study areas

Pl§JACHly $
"Th,e Best Scoop in Town"
LOW LOW Price-HIGH QUALITY ...
We have HEATH BAR!!
CHECK US OUT!!!!

MUB NIGHT GRILL
Linda Gooclt=>. a commuter - Stoke said the only quiet study
By Stephanie Scanlon
A common problem that student from Bedford, NH, said ·place they can find in.their dorm:
.
aris·es at examtime is finding she spends time in be_·t ween is the laundry room.
Some more conventional placlasses st'udying Qf:1 , tp~ thir,d
,
a gc)od place ·to study.
~:_inc e -.the Ii bra r y is so floor of the library becau~llJe'te ces on campus include the MUB
cro;wded, 'many students com .:' aren't many people there, Sfue Pub, where students ca.n 'e.njoy
plaip they cannot find · a study also si:udies in the MUB, :but she food from the gr:ill while they
study. , Also the comm·u·ter
table or a cubicle. Even if they said it is usually too noisy.
Outside of the library o,,r study transfer center has cubicles and
finq-a place to sit, it is often too
noisy to concentrate on academ- lounges, there are seveql oth:er couchles set up for a comfortable
places where stugents cai1 study study _atmosphere. ,
ics. •,.
·
campus. , on
Luongo,
Nicole
to
ing
d
Accor.
A group of ~rudents living in STUDY, page 22
a. student assistant at the library,
the _library" is more crowded
during exam ti•me, :especiaHy
from Thanksgiving until finals
· :,
week. ·
. "It is difficult to find a spot
.th,at is .good for studying,''
Luongo said. "The more people
there are, the more noise." ,
:\ rLuongo said th~ busif:St hours.
'a t, the librarf are after -di_nnh .
:
" .·~ '
.
. .·:: .,
,until closing.
Yvette Bonin, a ju'nioL'e xer;:cise physiology major, said ?.he ...
·prefers studying in a cubicle·.
· Because of' the shortage of
_cubicles, Bonin has h'e r own _
·
•. system of reserving one.
hannel Home Centers ha~ ·
oriented people who recognize·
·"During finals, I go into the
l
.the advantages of being part of
been a leader in the do-it'library when it opens -and put
· an organization known for rapid
yourself home improvement ·
internal promotion .. chainwide
·· indusrry since 1908. Our current .
my books in a cubicle arrd come
mobility. full hospitalization.
expansion program makes us
ba~k later to study," Bonin said.
· store discounts. incentive.prodne of America's fastest growing.
"Otherwise I would not 'have'
. grams. and other e~c:eptional
chains. We have openings for
benefits .
ambitious, ca~eer·reserved it."
. Bonin also said she likes the
We havt' 9pe.Aings for:
library because there are a lot
SECORITY GUARDS
MANAGERS
DEPT.
of people around to talk to when
STOCK PEOPLE
SALES PEOPLE
.she needs a study break.
RECEIVING CLERKS1
CASHIERS.
Not all students study in the
CONTRACTOR/COMMERCIAL SALES '
· .
,library.
In ,111 dq>drtnwnts:
. "I go to the library for social
HARDWARE
LUMBER
· .purposes," said Michael DamPLUMBING
PAINTS
. back, ' a -junior business. adminWALLPAPER
ELECTRICAL
is.tration major. "If I have
HOUSEWARES SEASONAL
serious studying, I don't go there
because I always talk or fall .
KITCH.EN CABINETS
·
asleep."
f·or your conwnit•nce. we will tw intt>rviewinq applicants lqr
Damback said he does most
tht•st' full tinw dnd part time positions on Tuesday, Wednesday, f, Thursday, December 9, 10, 11, 10 am- 7 pm, at the
of his work at the McConnell
Holiday Inn, Route 195 Traffic Circle f, Woodbury Avenue.
reading room because he does
also
He
there.
anybody
know
not
~
travels to Hetzel and Stoke study
~ HqME CENT~S
lounges or empty cl;issrooms
in Hamilton Smith Hall for late
nig~t studying.

· Monday~Hamburger
Tuesday-Grilled Ham & Cheese
Wednesday-BLT
·Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwi~h
,-ONLY .75- .
Also, check out the low price dinner specials!!
.
HOURS: M-W 3:30-9:30
. THURS til 8:30
This Wednesday is LASAGNA NITE at tt{e MUB.
Night Grill.
Come taste th,e homemade lasagna Decemt?~r Jo.

GOODIE PACKAGE

RETAIL OPPORTUNITIES

Show a friend you care with one of our Goodie Paqkag.es.
CAKES, COOKIES, FRUIT BASKETS
Order someon~ a special Ho_liday package or wish th~m

l ·CH},I.NNEL IS COMING TO'*
PORTSMO (lTH ' _NH
•.'.

,•

'

Let Our Success
Be Your Success!

C

CHANNEl !M.

luck on their finals.
Order today11
Deli.vered anywhere"on ·Gampus,:·"'
,, C

CALL:''862-2046, , .~

,

'

MUB PUB
e ente,rtainme.n! e.very Thurs.day,
Come cher;k 0.ut th _

f riday, Saturday.

CATS CLOSET
.Check it out!
New items: Ski sweaters
Super weight hood ~/O's
UnBEARabl.e T-shirts
Dakin Holiday ·loves
Secret Sqn'ta goodies
Don't forget graduation :
· We haven't!

MUB MARKETPLACE
BALCONYMonday: imported sweaters
Tuesday: Central AmeriGan textile crafts
Wednesday: Central American imports _
Thursday & Friday: Silver Forest jewelry
OUTSIDE STRAFFORD ROOMMonday: C.entral American textile crafts
Tuesday & Wednesday: Guatemalan hand'icrafts
Thursday: Central American imports
Friday: handcrafted jewelry
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Zenith Z-l'llPortable P(L
;',\.' ~·:_- ;.," · · ,. ·1tbeatsburn-out: · . · :_·
·\

-..

'~'

• Recharge- your frontal lobe with this easy-to-carry, easy-toread Zenith portable PC ... now at a 'Special Student Prace!
Fact: College cau.sea burn-out. All that readin', writin' and 'rythl'!latic can
really numb your noggin. And lugging a ton of books around- doesn't
• help either. But now you 9an take a load off your mind (and your back)
with the lightweight Zenith Z-171 Portable PC ... now yours at great
. savings!
·
The IBM pc;..compatible Zenith .Z-171 Portable PC
For computer power everywhere you go, the Z-171 PC fe.ature~:
• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC® software
• Dual 5¼" floppy disk drives.
• A back-lit LCD screen· for enhanced readability
, 256K of RAM- expandabl~ to 640K
•<An optional built-in modem
.: · ·.
• . An· optionpl recharge~ble battery pack
• Complete desktop functions,- including serial and parallel 1/0 ports
• All in,a 'c ompact unit ~hat wejghs less than 15 lbs.

Special Student Price:

/$999.00
Suggested _retail pri~e $239900

.. So don't strain your brain ... get .your Zenith Z-171 . Portable PC today
at:
·

Brian Spargo
UNH Student Representative
868-3241
SSRC/lnformation Center
. 862-3683 ·
Zenith Data Systems
617-454-8070

Speci~_
I Student ·Prices are also available on these other exciting Zenith ,Personal· Computers ...

.Zenith Z-148 Desktop PC*
*IBM PC compatibility
Single Drive
Special Student Price: . . .. .. . $750.00 ·
. Suggested retail-price: ....... $1299.00
Dual Drive
,. Special Student Price: ..... . . $999.00
Suggesteq'retail price: ....... $1499.00

Zenith Z-158 Enhanced PC*.
*Greater internal expandability
Dual Drive
·
..
Special Student Price: . , . . . . . $999.00
Suggested retail price: , . .... .$2199.00
Hard Disk
.
· _
Special Student Price: ....... $1,399.00.
Suggested retail price: ....... $2799~00

Special pricing offer good only on purchases directly from
Zenith Contact(s) listed above by students, faculty and staff
for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per individual in any
12-month period. Prices subject to change without notice.

Zenith iZ-248 Advanced PC*
*IBM PC/AT® compatibility
Single Drive
·
Special Student Price: .... .. . $1,599.00
Suggested retail price: ...... i,$2,999.00
Hard Disk
Special Student Price: ..... . ,$2,299.00
Suggested retail price: .. .... .! $4,399:00

Zenith ZVM-1220 Monochrome
Monitor
*Less distorted viewing
*Famous high resolution
..
Special Student pr/:;e: . . . . . . . $99.00
Suggested retail price: . . . :-: ... $199.00
Ask about our other monochrome and
color monitors.

;a,1r N I~~fems

"Mr,itor not included in prices.
© 1986, Zenith Data Systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
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Off price outle t offer s barg ains .for stude nts
~

,

I

,

,

"We can afford t'o sell our
The Off Price Outlet has been
· . · There: s nothing in the world -'in burham-.for three and a half ., items at s11ch low prices," said
Jike a bargain or a good buy for ye~rs. There ::ire 'iimilar outlets Hackert, "but it depends on the
·
in Maine and New Hampshire, distribution in the stores."
:students .. ,
"I shop here about once -a
Where can you find toilet each comaining an assortmer;it
paper for 19¢, notebooks for • of merchandise. Each store has · month,'' said Andrea Adams
a customer looking at the store·~
·
99¢, Bert and .Ernie place mats super low prices.
.
"We have no constant stock," · selection of baskets.
_
.,
.
_
.·' for 49¢?
."They have good pric~~ com'."
Durhatn .
Or clothes; hardware, ki~chen said ijrian,Hackert; ~he
1
· items, stationary, food, foys, silk sto-re,'.s -manager. ' It depends pared to oth¢r stores," she said, ·
flowers·, sheets, toV{e.ls, radio_s · ori what we buy, arid what kinds · "but you can't tell what they're
.
gofog to have in stock."
and many ext fas for low, low of deals we get." _
Eipily Belt, a studen_t at UNH,
In the past, there have been
_ ·
prices?
shops at the Outlet "every once
, :G one are the days of the "Five home "party" ,p erms, fake £?,ails:; ·,in
-·,
'
whi-le." .
., and Dime" stores; b1,1t there is sunglasses, light bulbs, nailpolthe Off Price Outlet .in Durham ishes in stra,nge .colors, ·picture · "They have a good variety of
frames, tea kettles, and ·plastic things at great prices," Belt said.
· ,~hopping plaza on Mill Rd.
_ . _The Off Price Outlet provides party trays--all for unusually "It's a good bargain place."
Mildred Ra·yworth, an em-low prices on a variety of items. l<?w .prices.

By Jennifer Bohne

a

ployee since the store first from the Outlet.
··w~ had t~ drop o"ur Ma'de-_
·opened said "A lot of students·
come in, but there's a fair share well line of clothing becaus~
of the general public and older · they were taking away all of out
-business in that line,,. Sus_ari•
·
citizens also."
As for _·competition form Golden an employee said, "but
other stores ip Durham, an it wasn't important to us."
·
.
.
. anonymous person from Tow ri- ,, · . _· · _: and Campus ,said :he does not:_.:: ~cco~~rng t? Hac~~rt, the Off
._ think :chere is,riiuch competition,- lr~c~. Outlet !~ the good _bar-:·
, garn pl~ce. Th~. secret 1s to
_
"with the Outlet.
'·'The quality is better here,'.' . sell thmgs ·at a pnc~ that cus.~
he said. "Th_e: ptices may~ be '. w_m~rs can aff~rd, _ H;ickert
che,a per there, .but the students , said. ~e know what the people'
··
want.
,· want the ,quality· we hav·e;" _
On the other 'hand, Stuart
Shaines which has been in Dur- :.. "Paying full price is not an
·
ham for fifteen years, has in the option," said Belt.
past felt a little competition

. l)w-ham Red Cro~s . ..
u· so _glad you're here!
-~~t{YQU snonl

t~i•~~., -**************************
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,· What a bargain! Getting the best price at the Off Price. (Mark DesRochers photo)
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·
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$25 deposits are now being -:
:
accepted for_ Spring
:
Semester memberships.
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Limited spai.~s available
so sign. up_today!
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•Food and Weight
Control Problems
• Specialized Treatment of
Eating Disorders
• Depression , Anxiety and
Stress Manageme nt

New H<1mpshire

P~!!!I~KS
Sen•i11K lhe Universily since 1978
.
T-Shirts

; Hooded Puilov~is • Tot f's • Baseball (:ap~
•Sweatshirts• Golf Shirts• Aprons·• Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art o'epl

Call

603/431-8319

3131 Lafayette Road (A.le 1). Pertsmouth. NH

Stephen J. Little, M.Ed.
at 433-2233

: r® ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rtffJ tmn~ ~~~rm, .~~ -~ t® rffl) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

*

:GIVE THE GIFT .OFS IGH T:•
~

·.: :
- ~

,~
~

~

.

*GiftCer !ificates For Contact Lens Fittings
*Gift Certifica tes For Eye Examina tions
*Compli mentary Contact Lens Tri~ls _
'

:

.
~

~

827 Ce~tral A venue ~
D over, NH 03820
Jr., 0.D.
Taylor,
_
_
M.
George
~ _
-~ ~
Tel: ,742-:2000
·
~ - "-- . Doctor of Optometry
~
Cente~)
(Adjacent to Pearle Vision
.
·~ ·
~~~~~~e~~~~~~e~e~~~-~~~~~~
~

Do You Want More Than A Job?
Would you like to take a two-week .canoe lrip down a w i ~ river
Trail .. . and get paid for. the experience?
the. Appalachian
or
.
.
I hike
Canoe ~nd raft trips, hiking, camping- out, and ·
even more important ... on opportunity lo llelp ,
e_motionolly disturbed children - that's wbot the
Eckerd Wilderness Educational System Camping
1
Program is all about.

We need a few qualified and dedicoled counselor/teachers who've
got what ii takes lo help others. Camp locations in Florido, North Carolina,
Rhode lslo,nd, Vermont, and New Hampshire. Equal Opportunity Employer.

If You've Gof What It Takes . . .
Coll or write: Eckerd Family Youth

Alternatives Inc.
'< '

REGIONAL RECRUITING OFFICE

c/o CAMP E-H.UN-TEE
R/R #1, BOX 607A
EXETER, RI 02822
PHONE (401) 539- 7164

/ .
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*wo rd Asso ciati on·.

The Ne w Hampshire

(603 ) 659-6 447

Word Proce ssing • Typin g • Trans cripti on
Durh am, New Hamp shire

needs .... -

.wri ters & pho tog rap her s!
• ,g et your nam e in print!!!
• gain valu able experience!!!

Bot h are pai d pos itio ns.
No exp erie nce nec essa ry
-we wil l trai n!

-~::. ~

Sto p by rm. 151 in the MU B !

AUTO GRAP H PARTY.!

RUGGED .
GOO D
LOOKS

MAY SART ON

-

POET AND AUTH OR
OF
A RECK ONING

100 % cotton means

100%-comfort'
· :and style with oµr rugby
. shirts · ·
Choose frorri an assortment of stripes

RUG BY

AS WE AR.E NOW,
.- BRIDGE; OF YEARS,
TH.E ·FUR PERSON,
LETTERS FROM MAIN E: i
NEW SHAD OW OF A -M AN
· /

.SHIRTS

$2890
Comp Value

D~C. 1_
3 TH

12-2P M

$43.50
·

,.

_

@

~-91essor aoo1c-c ~
. · · ss1 Cetural
Ave.
Q-9 .

U
.·.. t t l e

.' · .

·

Dover NH

749-6620
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Boston Acoustics

.

'

.

·.

Attention .December ·Graduates

Come hear

The new·
TIOOO ·
T o~er Speaker
System

Jlquitable Financial Servic~s
one of America's largest corporations

Looking for someone _with a college_,
packg-round to market a full line of
financial pr?duct~ in~uding_:

Suggested Retail

$1000/pair

· •Real Estate Limited Partnerships
•IRA's
•Insurance
•Tax Shelter
•Pension Plans
and more
Company supplies 3 years training with
salary plus commissions and full benefits. ·
Candidates will start in Jairuary-and will
work -in the southert?- New .·Hamp_s.h ire
area.
'\

==-==-=-==
...=r'91-=--.,.s:-r,a I N TH E
.· ~::!:'11

m~:

===

For a personal interview call Andy. Lord at _668-7602'
beginning.Dec. 16
. . E.O.E.

BIG RED
=====

.

.

BARN

122 LAFAYETTE RD., RT. 1, N.,1:fAMPlON, NH 03862 • (603) 964-7115

..
'

We all have times when life brings us trouble .
We feel sad, -·
· We fee/ mad,
or 'angry, crossed,
depressed orperplexea ...
·· And we don't know where. to turn ...
And only if we could talk to someone.
Someone who /isJens, someone who cares.
Someo.n e our own age who can relate
to the problems that affect us all
from ti-m e to time ... .

·well wouldn't vou know?
· Help isjust a phone call away.· .

.. . .
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HART
(continued from page 3)
'. 'There would not be a war
at limiting the amount politicaJ
debt ff they lose the election.
"People tell me it's not that candidates could receive from in Nicar·a gua today if we (the
US) d!d not support the Contra
huge of a debt," said Cohen, "but . special interest groups.
In their speeches Hart and terrorists," he said.
I don't like owing that much_
When asked about reforming
· Cohen addressed a number of
money to the bank."
· · ·
'
Hart claimed he could clear · issues. ,
the elector.al college so that a ·
his debt in six weeks if he ·· , . "It's going to take a' long time third .party coulg hav~ repres:accepted special interest money, _tb restore our credibility," Hart entation in Congress. Hart said
but he would not accept Political- s·a.id, referring to the Iran- . it was "not high on his list of
'
priorities." ·
.
. Action Committee (PAC) func;ls. Nicaragua arms deal.<
"If the Democrats did their
'. '_America _needs a foreign
"I think the PAC system is
scandalous," said Hart. 'Tm . poltey respectrng the sovereign- · job, there wouldn't need to be
paying off my debts the hard ty· and independence of all . a third party in this country,'. '
Hart said.
· nations," said Cohen. .
.
.
way."
Cohen addressed the issue of .
As a senato r, Hart led a
. num ber of legislations aime·d Central America.-:

.(!)k r-1~
b.
. iC!C! ·o . ~.~!
..
,. R

, ..

1

Because life is not a spectator sport;~

Princess

.,.,---

White
White/Pink
White/ Blue

BILL.
(continued from page 3)
involvement was recognized,"
said Bischoff. "They made honest efforts to involve students."

~

SIZE - SELECTION - SAVINGS - SERVICE

'

. 'S
.R ED
Broadway
-
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~

,- '\0 ~

M-·F
9:30-9

0

\);SHOE

BARN

SUN·.
12-5

Dover

****'k*******:

'B ischoff sa id a lack of com -·
• munication occur red after the
senate sent mixed signals about
their concern for the 'minidorms. • Ah_hough the mini:..
dorms were under fire last
spring, the meetings to decide
their fate were n o t well at·
teri.ded.

"We didn't exactly have peoCameron said "The problem
·ple bang ing down the door to
that occurred was a a problem
·
attend the meeting," said Bi- of communication. The re was ·
.'
schoff.
a total breakdown of commun- .
ication."
Bischoff said this -led -to co nfusion ove r who would best
Cameron said this bill would
. represent the views of the mini- . clear up any confusion for
dorm residents. . ·
furthe r dealings with the senate
and Residential Life. She said
· it would open up t-he Jines for
:ommunication. ·

i( ·
i(

~ -

tie
....._,""'""~1\.~
.. 1,ltt-'P .
:~ '.-·o"'•ne' onhe ·semestet! ··· . J
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Tuesday,,D(:lcember .9 Q p.m.
· ·- ·.
_ Carro11 ·Room, M.,~s-

!

~

...•·~-·· ..·········••·•~·-~--···. ····~·-!
Young's ReStaurallf_
!-······

.-,..¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~¥¥¥¥¥~

& Coffee·ShQp, ,nc. ·- :
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i

48 Main St., .Durham, N.H.

868~2688

:
•
i•
·I

Breakfast SP.ecial
-..

·I

•••
•-

Blueberry Pancakes served
w I syrup & butter: coffee or tea

~weet Italian !!J:ausa.ge Sub
peppers & onions
served
;, & sauce w / frenchfries

_:
:✓
:

w/

:
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Dinner SP.etial
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$3.15
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X-C SKIS

RC4 .;.S uper Comp .

1/2 Price

'Reg. $325'-
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RX-1 it RX-AIR - -

·•100

..~8996 .-

ALL~OP.
Perfomwi~ at Hand

'
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.
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1985-86 Models .
Karhu Pkg.,

•9995

.

.

.

FISC~EA

OFF

_Su8gested. R~tail PricEt

ROSSIGNOL .PKG. ·
Strato ~ _$kbs ·

. .Salomon Bindings
' Mounting ' .

Ski Poles

•17995 .

•9~s

,------·-----~--.......,I

l

Spectacular . .
Ski F!tshlons ·.
.Along with our incredible selection-of the
finest alpine and cross country ski
>
equipment, we ca.rey the area's largest
selection ~f,desi~ e.r. s~:~;1a_s,hio.ns.

177 Bindings
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:~ 995 .
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Top ~,ame f~h~oi(it6/men,
~
.
~ women • childr-e1i:'on sale now ." .. ·: ·
,, I, ;., .1, . :; _ Or ··
It's one_thing _to,'s lii!ike a pro,
I ·'. , PUTN_~ M'S
__........--. ·. but quite a~oth~r...~ look Hke _ __
1
I .., _.,. ,.,i SKI BAG
one. Come m,}md see us now!
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~STORE HOURSSun.
Sat. . .
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9-9 - .
, N.H. 431 -7764 .
990 Lafayette Rd., .
,(located next to Bratskellar & ·-MacDonald's)

Mon ~- l"Fri. '
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Luncheon Special

- $L 90
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:~ District coordina t or_ Jack1_e Dowling -and ~
~~ coo.rd_inator of Safe Rides will speak. Attend- ~
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Editorial
I_

No n-r ene wa l a ste p in ·th e ·tig ht .dir ect ion
At Sunday night's student senat~ meeting,
~esidenti al Life and Dining Services Council
Chairper son Chr_istiha Cameron introduce d
a hill regardin g a non-rene wal policy for
unruly students in the dormator ies and the
. U ndergradu at~ Ap~rtme nts.
The non~rene wal system would work as
follows; if a student was repeated ly disruptive, he or she could be brought before
a review board comprise d of two students,
two represent atives from Resident ial Life,
a faculty member, and a parent. If the board
deems the students ,actions unaccept able,
then the student's Room and Board Agree:ment, which is a binding agreemen t between
the students and the administr ation, would
not be renewed for the next year. Without
a Room and Board Agreeme nt, a student
cannot live in the dorms or Undergra duate
apartmen ts. The unruly studen.t-is effec. tively kicked out of the Residen tial Life

.
,system.
As presented , the bill is a good idea, an
idea in the rough draft stages. There are
· still problems concerni ng 'the impleme ntation of the system. For one, the system
would overlap with the duties of the Judicial
. Board, which already revie'ws cases involving residence hall problems .
The system would also give a lot of power
to the re~identi al assi~tant s and residence
hall directors , who may bring a student
before the non-rene wal review board.
Oftentim es, Ra's or hall directors harbor
a resentme nt towards certain students that
could affect their judgemen t. Student Body
Vice Presiden t Barbara Cerreta admitted
herself that the system is "inheren tly
subjective, we can't get around that."
Since the bill has not been passed yet,
there is still an opportun ity for these and
other problems to be worked out.

r

,/

Lette r
1
To the Editor:
In his letter of November 21,
Profes.s or Befort attempted to
dismiss Mr. Alexander Coc.kburn,
who recently lectured to several
hun'd red appreciativ e people at
UNH as "a defrocked clergyman
shaking his fist at the church'.' of
the US press. What is truly astound"
ing about Professor Befort's letter
· is its utter failure to address the
· substance of Mr. Cockburn's criticism of US press coverage of
President Reagan'.s foreign policy.
Rather than speak to those issues,
our acad.e mic inquisitor would like
to discredit Mr. Cockburn and expel
him . from the secular order of
journalists because of his earlier
departure from the Village Voice._
Well, Mr. Befort, your attempt
to bring the Papacy to Durham just
won't wash. Journalists i1.1 this
country are routinely wined a'nd
dined by those who would like
"sympathe tic" coverage of their
activities. Presidentia l candidates
and the . Pentagon offer crosscountry junkets to the press corps
and then stuff press releases into
journalists' -p ockets which appear
the next morning as "news stories."
What' is unusual about the Cockbur.n
case is not ,that he accepted money
to pay his tr~vel expenses but, that
he was singled out and punished
by his publisher for having done
so.
If one looks at the content of Mr. ·
, Cockburn's journalism, it is not hard
to figure out why 'he was made a
target (and why perhaps, Mr. Befort
, was so upset by his presence in
Durha~.) Alex Cockburn has had
the political and moral courage to
question the dominant brand of
ideology which media executives
;are willing to print· or air for
popular consumptio n in this ·coun1

\

try. He questioned the New Yor'k microcosm within a universe. Your
Times' campaign which alleged a problem is with men, not with
Bulgarian plot to assassinate the fraternities.
You were quoted as saying,
Pope, a cbarge which the Italian
courts later had to dismiss for lack - "Fraternities , as a male institution,
of evidence. Mr. Cockburn has also participate in maintainin g the
q~estioned the pro-Zionis t slant pa~riarchal structure of our society."
of US foi;eign policy and press While you might have a point, this
cover.a ge and the anti-Palesti nian is a problem that has been present
bias which accompanies that slant. for centuries. Have you studied
Rather than discµss these mc;ttters, history? Did you ever hear the name
however, Professor Befort has taken , Elizabeth Cady Stanton? She was
it upon himself to "defrock" Mr. the woman who wrote the DeclaCockburn as a journalist, an effort ration of Sentiment~ and Resoluwhich I find ludicrous since Alex tions. This was a document which
Cockb~m's politicalcolu mas appear copied in form the Declaration of
several Thursdays per month on Independenc e. Rather than the king
the op-ed page of the Wall Street of England, "he" represents men.
Journal Nice work for a defrocked She started the ball rolling for .
women's suffrage. That was a very
journalist, wouldn't you say?
Richard W. England constructiv e form of expressing
their resentment of the treatment
they were receivi_ng. To be honest,
your actions caused more harm than
good. There 1is a good chance (hat
every fraternity guy reading your ~
letter to the editor is abusing you
without even knowing you. I doubt
To the Editor:
very much that this will stimulate
Rebuttal to R: Muttin's Editorial a reassessmen t of our behavior and
of 1-1/21/86
attitudes toward women.
_First of all Ms. Mutt in, you should
Although your intentions are
intention
understand it is not my
good, your method is completely ,,,,
to disagree with plight rather I feel useless. The only good those stickers
compelled to point out a few points did was to help you deal with your
which you have overlooked.
obvious inferiority complex. I
I have learned •in psychology that suggest t-he next time you attack ·
of
all men have an inherent fear
such a huge problem you go for tµe
·women, much of this stemming whole rather than a part and do it
from childhood and adolescence . in a constructiv e -manner. Think
Much of this is theory formulated before you act.
·
by notable psychologists. I tend to
Brian Bonenfant
agree . To overcome this fear it is
the inher.ent nature of men to
chastise, women and hence raising
their own self esteem, thus . satisfying the male· super(ority complex
so abundant in our society. You say
. AU remaining letters will be
that the past article,'"Stickers Leave - published in Friday's edition,
Frats Wondering, " exemplifies the
Greek system's ignorance of the'ir · the last paper of the semester.
oppression of women." I disagree;
The dead~ine for further
you are the ignorant one if you
is Wed. at 1 P:m.
letters
, believe that fraternities are the only
a
but
are
W~
happens.
this
place

Gree ks

The best use for this bill ·however , is use
.as a f~undati on for improvi ng relations
betweeh the student body and Resident ial
Life. Since the beginnin g of the semester ,
the student body and Residenti al Life have
drifted further and further apart. The
senate's Resi Life and Dining Services
Coun~_il worked closely with Carol Bischoff
an~ her staff in the develop ment of the
system. The board deciding the fate of the
allegedly unruly residents has two students
' on it, equal to the represen tation of
. · .
·.
Residenti al Life.
Students are being afforded input into
the d~velopm ent and impleme ntation of
this system (pending its approval by senate),
input they were denied ·in other decisions, ·
such as the snackbar and the mini-dor m
":revitali zation." Students are being given
a say, and they should grasp the opportun ity, ,
because such opportun ities are few ·and .f.-ar .
between . .

Letter-s to the editor shoul d be
typed aqd signed a~d must include an addres s and teleph one
numbe r for-verification.
Addre ss all ma_il to:
The Ne_w .' Hamp shire
Room 151,
,MUB
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Universitv.·Forum
Rudeness
dominates
COCA -

Election '88

By Ed-M cCabe

- - - ----- - - -

This past Tuesday, a representative
frotT! the Defense Department came
on invitation from Professor Wirth
- · - - - - ~ of the Political Science Department,
Central
in
poJicy
to speak on American
America. All were welcome, and the
,
event was well publicized.
By Maris Bishols
Our policy in Central America is so
controversial that at least one group
on campus has formed against it. This
group is COCA (Committee on Central
America). The students on chis committee are well organized and informed.
However; they are not well behaved.
It is all well and good to express your
views, but is wrong to express them
to a guest lecturer in such a rude and
cynical way that it embarrasses fellow
_ ,s tudents and the guest. Remember I"
am not talking about their views, but
am talking about the way questions
were asked.
Questions were blurted out without
' being called upon. Several cirµes a hand
was raised which careles:5ly, and possibly intentionally, blocked the slides
th at were being shown. Rhetorical or
"loaded" questions were asked, such
as, "What is democracy?" and "What
is terrorism?" Ocher questions were
asked or more truely scared, "Then you
think chat the contras aren'.t democratic,
On drug testing
or are they?" and "Then the contras
are terrorises, aren't they?"
~lA.\-t.s
~~~
'
· The same circle of individuals kept
~MM•.
up chis sort of interrogation throughout PC'\~°'-V\.
the lecture. This was rude and tdca:lly
wh,l e
invited
uncalled for. The speaker
~
.y , . i , • . - .
h~~v't
Cftr-o.-f<r\g.
questions from the beginning of .the
·
'.D~a?' Sstrli6\ Khomemi,
~
W~o.f!MS
\')\M:,\(W'"
were
they
when
· lecture, and even
Tha.nK ::;olL fora the lso lhl!llOn.
blurted out; he stopped and answered
had
he
that
felt
professor
them. Even a
· S\An+t>."' Loficr't\ .
-The Gontr~b
J?o/).(r.; H~txtr:Ji-.
to talk to those students during the
C-to o..~~\cJ .3rtt,r1~
1')..- 'f-BC,
lecture.
. ~ T..-~) ~ ~
},"'rned
Simply; there was a lack of respect
By Robert Maitner
for someone. These students saw only
a person with opposing views - not
M~o..lox
an.invited guest lecturer from WashingC~,W\\<..S a -9oes
ton who came to give the facts as he
~ \"'"-' b~j<. ls)
knew them.
the
during
lecture
At the end of the
applause for the guest lecturer, a
student spoke aloud, "I like the news papers tQ take notice of the poll : for
the sake of the reporters how many
believe what was said here tonight?"
There were more astonished looks that
-·
he would be so bold as to ask such a
._._
question, then hands rose . He might
as well have asked, "Anyone stupid
·
-•
~~
~
enough to believe this pack of lies raise ·· r'lA1 r4i'l ~ rfllll>i ~
.
.
.
ll]J)
ll]J)
ll]J)
ll]J)
LUY
lllJ)
.
results
same
the
got
and
your hand,"
The poll _and its biased report are bogus.
He· was in no way rude to the group,
U_se the buddy system. Since there
Ah, December, the -festive season.
bur members of the group were cerare so many parties, it's unlikely that
Chanukka,
fall-s,
snow.
morning
Early
tainly rude and disrespectful to the
Christmas; the coming of the new year. you can get wild at every 'o ne of them
speaker and fellow students.
A rime co raise a glass of cheer. Bah a1:d still ~urvive. Therefore hangout
COCA is a harq working involved
humbug. December is ,early morning with a fnend and alternate drinking ·
group chat had my respect, even though
traffic jams, craziness during finals, and driving. It's safer, plus you'll have ·
I do not completely agree with all of
demolition derbys in shoppi-ng malls, _lots of laughs drivi~g your buddy home
their views. Bue if it cannot respect
credit accounts going through the roof, at the end of the night. You may want
ocher views or abide by the laws of
·
and teal izing chat 1986 was probably to bring along a tape recorder.
com mo~ decency and courtesy, I must
If you're having a party and someone
gee
co
Time
life.
your
of
year
worse
the
·
question its merit for self-respect and
good and drunk: Eicher way, chis is the gee's load_ed, get everyone to chip in
the continual support of the student
time of year when more people drink . and pay hrs .or her cab fare. What befrer
body.
more often. Add chis co bad weather, way to say you care?
Better yet, why not collect everyone's
and the sun setting earlier, and you
car keys when they arrive at your house
for
tion
combina
dangerous
a
have
Ed McCabe is a freshma'n rnajoring in
di;iving. So here are a few tips to make and hide them. Cldse down the bar two· ·
history. He is also a senator for the UNH
hours before you plan on kicking it a safer holiday.

- __

.;.._

____ _

.••• -the:.
C"'°'"

!
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riex

C1'<A.rel~ V\ieJedl:, & k>ey:,s
· _
easil1&-)
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8A.lm ( fo~ h'(' .service.
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Sonia Schmitt

By
. ............ ................. ............................................................ .. .. ......... •- .-......... . . .
~

_

~

. student senate.

~~

,

~

··

.

e r__·· ·
~ t® ~ -~ (® -~ ~ ·By Phil Brod_
everyone out, then let them hunt for
their keys. What a splendid opportunity
· to test out your new movie camera.
Later in the year you can have another
party and show everyone just what they
really looked like on Christmas Eve.
But the best way is to make your party
BYOSB. That's, right, bring your own
sleeping bag·. This way -everyone can
gee hammered and crash when. and
wherever they want. Not only will this
_keep them off the roads, but the next
morning everyone can nurse each other
through their hangovers.
Phil Broder is a columnist f~r T!Je New .
HamjJJI.Jz°re. ,

..
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Se ve n Se co nd s, an d Of f ·w e·_ GO
St~N n:t

Help Me S_c ream," '.'Still Be·~this ·ye 4r ;at Bt'>ston's Rat.
Well, 7 Seco'nds ain't ne'er Jieve," and "Calendar" sounded
done me wrong, and last Thurs- great, and the c~owd enjoyed
·d~ y' s gig was no exceptio n. chanting to songs like "This Is
Their energetic power filled the The Angry (pt. 2) ·,: and a rousing
tiny dub ancl: penetrat ed the rendition of "Walk Together ,
receptive , trendy, and just as Rock Togethe r.,-, The show
tiny minds of the sold out wrapped up with a cover of_ an
throng. They opened their gener- old Sham 69 song.
Verbal Assault, the second
ous 55 ·set with "In Your Face,"
a cut from Walk Together... that band on the bill; fresh from the
questions the sincerity of most release of their brand new EP
punks. It's not just in my . on Positive Force Records (7
head/It' s in my heart/ And Seconds' ,able); turned out a set

f\

to- r·-f.,-

that boggled the mind, thrilled
the soul, and scared the bejeebe rs out of me . . The crowd
. slammed , dove and kicked (a
practice I'm getdng a mite tired
of) their w_ay to a grea~ time and
a btoketi spot light. No harm
done though, Harmless fun with
just another great band.
Underdog , a band from New
York,-op ened rhe eve's .- festiv· SECOND, page 18

you're not gonna/T ear this one _
.
; apart.

,

melodic feel,: heavily intluenced
,For years, 7 Seconds have -by U2, The Alarm, et aL Albeen giving positive outlook though it is a fabulous record,
hardcore a gr-eat name. Their hardcore followers can be fickle,
superb debut album The Crew, close minded, and boring, and
screamed energy and innovatio n so, many called the record a
as well as "love your neighbor;" sellout; 7 Seconds appeal to the
1985's _Wa.:t-k Together , Rock money market. Another strike .
Toget_h er is heral4,ed as no !es~ -against the.boys from Reno (still '
than perfect in the wo,rld of _ cort~idere·d 'The 'Biggest Little
maximum rock and roll. But City In The World,'.' I -think),
alas, trouble brewed. This year's came in the form of a rath<:r
Ip, New Wind, sported·_a more · dissa.ppo inting "show" earlier

· By Ric Dube

Kevin Seeonds, lead singer,
made his prescence undeniab le
on stage through his sporadic
moveme nt and tireless vocals.
His between song pattern was
causal, friendly, and conversa tional. Letting audienc e
members sing a good portion
of each song, this would con- /:
stitute the best performe r/audience contact I've seen in a while.
Jhe only other original member
left in-the band is Troy Mowat,
·w ho' s tire I es s . drum ming
matches or surpasses that of his
youngest colleag~es. New band ·
members , guitarist Ron Doig
and bassist Jon Spizz Hughes,
look like an illustrati ve comparison b~tween The Baby New
Year and The Old Year, and
both men are fine musician s.
Actually it's kind of cool to
CED 8Y 14N MacKav• ANO 7 SECONDS
watch, they're fun to look.at and fl:A£0
8Y OON ZIENTARA
good to Ii'sten to at the same ROEO AT INHEII EAR STUDIOS
'
time.
The newer songs, "Somebo_dy --

A Dic tio na ry for the Sn oot ies t Lo gop hil e
drinking in a sleazy bar d:ie-night
An l!-nkemp-t baffona, a <lis- before, telling some anonymous
tan.t relative of a bandersn atch, · blinkard of her ,alleged reputa-- ··and
was; walking through the park tion -for being an. .e ructator
I ,.
thinking about her' cheese-eater .,. a gorgon,
husband: a boodler-a nd a bird- _ "She is such a. nidcl,ering that
dog, a no good; beer drinking when she belches she will never
Spanish Athlete. He and his have ·the courage to admit to
friend the souteneu r had been · herself that she's a oaskudnak.''.

By Jim Carroll

claimed the µiore than slightly ·
nockered ·puckfi$t hus~and.
. "And what's more, she never ·
·
.bathes."'
·The woman had heard all of
th_is. earlier· in (he day from her
sh~lloµt- _f~lterer neighbor as
·they ieahed over the picket fence
; between their two yards.
"I reaHy don't know what to
say," said the woman's "doppess
friend. "He's such_a yahoo."
"She's right," thoug_hf the
w_o man as ._ she· walked through
the park late-r. "I may be a
-baffona , and I- may not _bathe
regularly , but he's an ahdabate
for marrying me and a yahoo
for bragging ·abou~ it.·:
What does this mean? I hardly know, and I wrote it. It really
_·doesn't mea_n anything , except
that I've got a new book an_d I
wanted to try ·it out. What the
story means is that an unclean
woman with a thick moustache
is upset -because her big. mouthed, drunkard husband has
been telling stranger s and
pimps that she is a disgustin g
.woman who burps; So what?
__ The book is called Dimboxes,
Epopts, and Other Quidams, by
David Gramb$, publishe d by
Workma n Publishi ng, that is
designed to stretch the vocabulary of ·c hose looking for inventive new ways to describe
people and their strange habits
without being obviously insult- _
_ing.

AUTOPHOBE

Un/azed by a chilly reception.

YAfIOO, page _18
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Two Saturday Night Livl!·A/umni
Continue to Put Out
/

.

.

.

l

By Arthur Lizie
,
Video Review ,
The Best of Dan Aykroyd
The Best of Dar/Aykroyd is
a mus,~ ·see for any · fan of
Saturday Night Live.· This
Warner Home Video package
assembles an hour of Dan's
greatest skits, in · the same
manner as last year's Belushi
·
compilation.
The collection is tastefully.~
presented, with no fl~g waving
for Dan's accomplishments, no
~guest testimonials, and no useBy Arthur Lizje
Wagner's T~nnhauser. The less retrospective. It is. straight
Book Review
Rich Hall's Vanishing Amer- catch is that they play it on their comedy that delivers the prom·
ica
'
automobile horns . It just so ise of the title.
Through f iftt;en skits, and a
happens that Hall's car has the ·
Rich Hall, ;mother-Saturday perfect A that has been missing collage featuring the Blues
Nigryt Live alumnus, has just from their cacophany of sounds. Brothers' "Rubber Biscuit," the
Meetings such as this are not laughs never stop . The tape
released a new book, Rich Hall's
Vanishing America. The man uncommon 'throughout the oar- opens with Dan and Steve
who brought the world Sniglets row ,hard covered volume. The Martin as the wild-and-crazy'
now offers a view of today's · bizarre nature ofthe material Czech brothers, the Festrunks.
America that would make Cha- more than makes up for Hall's In this skit, they are swinging
as hard as ever while trying to
laid back, dry writing style.
rles Kuralt blush.
Rich Hall's V?1,nishing Ame-r-- pick up some, gorgeous AmerIn Vanishing America, Hall, ·
not u_nlike Peter Fonda or Mike - ica is enjoyable as a chaAge of ican foxes.
Other highlights include
Doonesbury, traverses America pace from the usually aggressive
in search of truth. What he . comedy approach. It will not Crazy Ernie, who offers a $699
encounters are bizarre, yet __ have you checkiog your sides color TV for only 52 cents
ordinary people and things. For for-rips and tear_s, but it will (sound crazy? It is!), and the
example, in Faust, North Ca- evoke a chuckle now and then. Coneheads' Halloween, when
rolina he runs into an unusual Luckily, it is just in time for homage is paid to the great
'
vegetable orb. Neighborhood_,
orchesrna that plays only Christmas.

----SECOND--- -----YAHOO-,- - - - ..(continued from page 17)

(continued from page 17)

who insists on picking up the
check at the end of dinner, but
in reality only pays part. A
Spanish athlete,is a person who
slings the bull. A ripesuck is a
person .who will accept a bribe,
the equally disgusting counterpart of boodler. The possibilities are nearly endless.
I suggest th~ beginning qf a
new trend. Next time your crybaby friend starts spouting off
for no apparent reason, call the
friend a lachrymist and refus-e
to explain. Call all spoiled brats
mammothrepts and all tee totalers wowsers. Pick up this
book and find new ways to insult
each othef. It would be a lot
more interesting _than stupid
jerk o_r fathead. At Jeast one
m111sm stay with:XP)t~n<:l::\J',i trliere J&, ,s ome,·pretty funny. ·would be more likely to insult
.· _·.;i\t( '.: :. j/_$;t µ£fin ·tijJ$:- book. A shellovt- withot1t risking bodily harm. ·
e·at. ·
. -:,''· !/:,·11::),;,· · 1, 1':((£alterer 'is,·the kind of hypocrite

But the strange thing about
iti-es with a sincere, but occasionally hilarious set that this book is that the words aren't
preached friendship, nonvio- _new, just archaic. David Grambs
lence, and good oral_hygiene iri · has spent a great deal of time
a straight forward manner that browsing thr01rnh a score of
dictionaries, thesauruses, and .
showed a lot of integrity.
such out , of the ordinary books
' as '.The Joy of Yiddish," anc he
One 1-i'l extra, deemed men- . has come up with a dictionary
tionable by, inyse1f, a first time of his own. His book is a rather
Bostori Transit rider; was when · fun catalogue of obscure nouns ·
my friend demonstrated how that describe people and their
· to ride the T for free, and the . odd habits and characteristics. real opening act was the authen-· It is a very ~xclusive dictionary.
W ho w o u 1d h a v e eve r
ticderelict on the train.
thought th~t ·_ a word such as
... ucalegon 'could be used to des..,
. · · 7Seconds are more 3:ppealin-g" cribe a nei_g hbor whose house
· ·, tha,ri:, e,ver before, and j:u-st as .; .js on fire, or that an oniomaniac
exc1:fi£1-Er(o watch. The}r.:p p.~jtive ·. is .a person wh_o compulsively
.
·
.out,lg9~'J P? m~ssage_ot~~~;~th _: ;, }~pp;s:? - ·.,

<

an .. '

· . ft;.e:
-' '

:,~;it:·•··

.ntft:R1:ct,,Wm•i11(t

1
•

·

a

parents are up in arms over the
consumables Beldar gives away
as treats.
Of course, the tape culminates
with the pinnacle of Aykroyd's
SNL tenure, the Julia Child skit.
Julia saves the liver and not
much else as she cuts the dickens
.
out of her finger.
If you missed Saturday Night
Live the first time around, this

, is a perfect primer. As'ide from
providing useful insight into
Dan _Aykroyd's masterful comic
spirit, The Best of Dan Aykroyd
will complement yout tapes of
Ghostbusters, The Blues Brothers, and Neighbors as well as
cliches and metaphors complement this article. Next stop: The
Be.rt of Bill Murray.
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· Stu dell ts - Fac ility .. Staf f
·. Special Season Ski Pass Offer
..

'

-·· save up ·to $225.·o_o.
7 day (good any time) $80~00 ·
5 day s/m idw eek8 r nigh is $50.00
. Soti ther n New Ham Psh ire' s ·..

NEW LIIT, NEW TRAILS
-REACHING NEW. HEIGHTS

. Lar. gest niou ntai ~ •·. - . ._.;.

lr

I

'

- 1 hour from Durh am
•:.8 lifts - -·_
_ 29 trail sNigh t _skiin g·Wed~Sat .·
. 5•JO ....
- _Col,e ge Nigh ts W~d.

' )

i::-un-Races-Game-Sp.ecials

.

_;',

. ''

'

:.. _-,·.;..
.

·.

.

'

·_

.

..

.

.U. N. H. ·. stltdents are cordially i-nvited
to atte nd a special presentation o,n how
· to achieve entr epre ne_u rial success_~ .· •. while in college oft

,!!, _

.

.

,..~ .

'

'

''.

:

'

.. 1

Applications available·at
·-Field House women 's 'a thletic s
, ~Outing Club office, MUB
· -Ski Club desk, 2nd floor MUB Wed~Thur,s 11-i _· . ° For more inform ation call: 862-1822

-

~

,__.

Thu rsda y, Dec emb er 11 )~t 6do p~m. ·
. ' in the Car roll Roo m in the Mun. .·•· ·.
Atten danc e i; by invitatio'n. Pleaf e call1 0:B00-346-4649 .
to request your invita tion.
,

'

-

· Jame s A. Suthe rland , -Vice Presi dent bf College
.Pro Pain ters, will -s peak o~ th.e fund amen tals of
runni ng a professional summer business. -•· ./

·Refreshments will be served.

ENT EB, PEN EUB ,S .
LEA RN FRO M A PRO !!

-,
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CIR€ULA ;tl:ON

MANAGEJi.

WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR AREA . REPRESENTATIVES
r
.
. 3 POSITIONS ARE OPEN. FOR SPRING
SEMESTER ·

for .: tl}e

Spring Seffiester
.

-and the f ~llowing year

.; QUALl'FICA TIONS
You must be living on campus
Y9u must be male or female

.

.

-For more inform.ati~-n and an applicatzon -·

• BENEFITS

see Carrie or Kristen in room 108, MUB.
10 am-3pm M-F

Free admission to all shows
Negotiated fringes are possible
OTHERS (WE CAN'T PRINT HERE)

• FOR MORE IN-FO
,

CONTACT GREG at the MUSO OFFICE ·

. _. ,~ f~M,

..

This.is a compenrqted position~

146, POWER ALLEY) or call 862-1485

·o o o o _ ~
·
· · 55
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CH .R ISTMAS BREAK cA·N BE A
CARIBBEAN DIVING

''Show ·them you ·care"
packages ,-:, ~

ADVENTU -RE
.

FOR

Home'• baked chocolate chip; ·· "
,-.~ ·< -- \
ra1s1n or
peanut butter
_- cookies ,$ 2/ dozen
(min. ord~r 3 doz.)

Deliveries made anywhere on campus
· - Call tke Goodie Package
. 862-2046
- or
862-2483

YOU!

.Picture you·rself ... .
·~

Diving off of the 40 foot Jamaican Queen _
Exploring the offshore reefs of Jamaica "·_
Sipping a cool ·drink -on a tropical beach
Celebrating New Yffars on the island of
Jamaica

Che:wy chocolate brownies _.
with nuts.'
/.
$3/dozen
(min. order 2 doz.)

Great for a study break
.
or Just to say Happy Holidays! ,

.

CALL ~OW & reserve a spot on
{

'

_our NEW 'YEARS in JAMAICA diving trip:_

Dec. 27-Jan. 3

430-8626
You're not a di~er but would like to be?
Call and ask about our SCUBA classes. ·

I
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(continued from page 1)

"AJac ulty memo er report ed

to ·&e that she believ ed Kappa

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by_Mike Peters .

.NON&6NS6,

MZ.G005e ...
'r'OU'V6 G0i A

CLASSIC SHAPe...

..,

It.-</

,, SEIZ ENI TV Tb GO II
. 1''1 AN EMOTIO~AL.
WllEC/l, PAl20WEfZ .. I 6-oT

s

,or-

At..L. T~I SEtF .oou&T
TU~D uP INSIDE. - €ATIN'
AWAY AT ME- -WIIA1
AM I Go~tJA Do?

ClAVO~ •T..€12£/ .
AflG No ··AovL.T
LlfE -AoJuf f-

ME.NT·"pf200l.fr.S'
IN A tUIN£ fE

/lEST).VRANT -~'

STA(2E ttJfO r.. ,s
8RAt$EO WHOI£
FlfH Wrft-' Bl.AC~
8£AN SAUCE AND
TEU.. "'' 'lov'f, €
~TILL WOf2f'21f;D

~0ovT M€f'TING
YOUIZ CAg

'

-. IT DOES ~AVE
A CAUIIIAJG
· HFEli• · ~Nlff- ,

- • COVGH·, MA'/8£
A 1,rrrt.ESIISGUl'I

,. V6t WON TO/II

1?,,i. -btz 1FF 1rt~

. Sigma memb ers would not let'
-her into ..her sched uled class room, " Kidde r said. "She said.
th~ men ·were rude and discou r-·
teous:"
Kidde r met with frater nity
pres i·tl e ot Pat Murr a y and
pledge traine r Clay Simps on on ·
Dec., 3. He asked them to check
with fratern ity memb ers to see,
if it could have been a pledg e
Murra y said Kapp a
group .
1 meetin g was held
Dec.
's
Sigma
in the 'librar y. He s·aid he was
surpri sed to hear from Kid~e r.
'.'.We never hold meet_ ings iQ.
·
· academ ic buildin gs:"
Acco rding ' to Kidd er,
McGf. oary has the right to file
· charg es agins t the frater nity
involv ed _or agains t indivi dual
memb ers, ·
McGr nary said ·press ing
charg es· is "not a priori ty" for
., -- -he,i:;., r-ight now , but -" it's possible."
.· ''.This 'has to be follow ed up;"
Kidde r said, "eithe r form_ally
.
·
- or inform ally." ·
'

1Mt S .DAMN tov&II.~

ANO TW SNlrF t.Er•.

- -~Ro8'L't' 6oT A

FEVE(Z ,ToO··

· 1~' FLU1
- 1AI".€" TWo -.
..Po/l~ .8UN ~ .
AND CALL. ·Mt ·
lN i"E' ,·

\,VOVLD. ~~L,p...

·~

:· '

I ,,

STU DY

I'\/€ AJ.Jo GoT

_MOllNING .'.'

PAV~ENTS.'

(conti .nued from page 7)
As1d·e from the MUB , the
John S. ·Ellio t Alurp ni Cente r
opens '.u p its cbnfer ence roo01s
during finals week. Stl!de nts (an
also-s tudy at th~ Catho lic Student Cente r at Sr Thom as More
Churc h anytim e during the year.
Other studyi ng areas includ e
the quiete r acade mic librar ies
in Parson s, Kirn!s burY and De.
merrir •HaJls.
"The librar y in Pem·e rrir is•
a good place to stu~y becau~ e
there, ; ar~ n_ot _many I?.eo_ple
/-: ti}e,:te; ·,sa~d:L,(tyd;;i Goode . Bemg:
a physi cs major , I can alway s:
find peopl e studyi ng the same·

, · ....,,,,
stuff."
. If a 11 e Is e -fa i I-s , we I I -

discip lined studen ts can.Ji nd a .
quiet librar y ' in the pdvac y of
their dorm .room or_apartm ent.

by Ber ke ·B rea the d

· BLOOM ': CO UN TY

AH.~. !1!5ASrtl{..

11)(,A / If Y()(J m/'r
1fJ elP a« 5/7/IT, · I 5HA

6£ FdKCE/l TfJ l1e ~
/i1!rt!fVI. /IN/? Pflr YPfl

(I/EK MY kNd /If/?.,,

PetJ//Ct.6...
NA'ft 50C/llt.
MK5. 6f<IINO/.A I

I

Cllrll51l?Ol7He"

Of IJIP/./Clll

Pf((Jf0fm(}N6,,,
·; ,

OH, R&Ve(tNP I
/f1Y f(IT(//(e

MACAO POLO.

fletr10N-IN-t.llW
/~ HeKe /
~

-

TRAVELS

''.'

I,

.

--~ - ---·---: -If
r---~-$ Ca•h -For_Yot.1r

SHOE

f
Records·$:
U$8d Records Wdnted : ·
I
:_ . Rock, jazz, C&W,
I.
_
_:
·
LP's or ~ss.
I
Fair Price Paid ·.
I
I
'in Cash
I
CALL EXETER
I
I
603-778-1869
I

by Jeff MacNel/y

I l3Sl-1~E Ti/AT I'M
A~LOWED ONE P~ONE CAU.,

. ..

· ---------------~
. '
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NON-RE NEWA,t
(continued from page 1) .

Call?eron agreed this is a good .
. Griffith gave the exa.mple .ot
a student who played loud music, idea . She said this would also
· and had social occa_sions whh give the board an odd number
more than ten people as a of members which would elimstudent who is necessary for . inate tie votes.
Bischoff called her hall.direc- dorm vitality but a target f'or
tor staff "seasoned profession- the committee's criteria.
Bischoff said she 1s very
als," and said they are very
on this recommendaflexible"
capable of handling the extra . tion and other amendments the
1
responsibility.
Cameron said the bill would senate would like to m-ake on
not stifle the dorm's vitality. . the bill before voting on it.
To ensure the studen(s view
in each case,
Ablondi said he also had a
· - "I really don't think it '(per- will be represented
two students will sit problem with die appeal prosaid
she
major
a
be
.
son al bias 5 w ilJ
review board.
cess. The bill states the student
problem, and if "'it is it will be on the
has three days to decide whether
v~ry apparent," siid Bischoff.
or not to appeal. ,
The bill stat¼s the board will
consist of two students, a resThis is not eriough time to
idence ha-11 director, a faculty
on an appeal said Ablondecide
Gi;iff ith said the review
di. He said time alloted to the
board's idea for a model student
would give him/her the
and an undesirable student member, a.parent selected by student
to find evidence to
might be very different fro,m the Pa_rent s Association, and opport_unity
e.
mnocenc_
prove
Resi~
of
director
a~s1s~ant
an
the average student's view. He
said someone wh9 may t;>e good dent1al Life 8.'- rh~hAblondi said he would,s'.u pfor dorrri activity would not
tlie bill after revisions are ·
port
match the board's criteria. ·
Student Body President Jay made in future meetings-. He
Ablondi headed a list of senate . said the "intentions ( of the
members who stated thi~ board administration) are good."
would have-to change before
"Their .idea of of the ideal they approved it. He recom· 'This is the best thing that's
mended another student be
st.udent is someone who wakes
penned with _the ad.minis-,
hap
give
to
committee
the
to
up -~t six in the morning and added
tration," agreed Cerreta . ."It
goes swimming," said Griffith. _ students a stronger voice.
shows an incredible amount of
commu9ication and · c ooperation
between the .administration -and
UNI-l's Christmas tree stands on a snowless lawn in front ·o f
the students."
Thom,ps~n Hall, as yesterday's winter storm never, materialize,d.
·
(Mark DesRochers phpto)
(continued from page 3)
grudges out and to give each
student a "fair shake."

SENATE

: ~ rffl) ~~ -~~riff)~~~~~~ ~

-r® ~ ttff)

SEARC H_

. izations at the University or
(continued from page I)
members to govern the town.
Ne-1/ J:-;!,awpshi'.r~_. Any;n~c9g- .
·n~~s
.
~ood
..
is
is
.ai&J~_
$
::.•-,tGib~s:..,
·
_j:,,
.
·
.
1
; ''' ·Y.
fot · stuHenrs because"·-the stag- riized-ti ndergra:d uate:,s"'tudent . during Frid~y' s interview ·~ith
gered two or three year terms , organizations is eligible to apply the police. However, he said
Guatemalan Handicrafts
for funding for a program or "She is holding up quite well." ·
would allow students to sit on
through PFO. A proposed
event
council.
town
the
bedspreads, pillows, jewelry, bags, belts
program or activity must have
·
embroidered blankets, belts, coats
the potential of r·e aching all
The rough outline for next
UNH undergraduate s. Tl)e
typed and ~igried, aad
10-2 Dec-11 second floor by cafeteria
years student organizations are
membership of the PFO sht1H _include an address
ust
undergoing senate review.
Just In Time For Christmas
Among the organizations which
d telephone nu~ber for
had their concept approved aid these organizations in the
Reasonable prices .
.
:
rification.
· were' The Granite yearbook, • formation and finalization of
rffl)
rffl) rffl)-~
Address all mail to:
WUNH, the New Hampshire, their proposals and shall act as
The New Hampshire,
. , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • and the Programing Fund Or- liasion at SAFC meetings.
ganization.
The Graduate School
ThrOl.{gh the funding of proRoom 151,
grams and advising provided,
is accepting applications for
·· MUB.
the PFO also serves tb increase
,..
TUmON SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
. ,-The Granite, an . entirefy the visibility, activity and pro. PART~TIME
shall
stupublication,
run
~ecognized
student
. · fessionalism of
GRADUATE DEGREE
provide the unive_rsity._ commun- dent organization,."
ity with a yearbook that gives
STUDENTS _ ·
,
the student body the opportun.
for ~pr ing SemesteP 1986-8 7
"WUNH-FM is primarily a
ity to express the ,# elings,.
· Deadlirte fo~ ·applications is Decer:nber 12, '19·86 .
and events of the service org-~dihtion providing
.
me_::.m-ories,
Apphcat1on forms are avadabl~ a;t ·
u oiversity year through literary, the Il)OSt up-to-date information
the Graduate School, Horton _Social Science ·.center artistic, and creative illustration. · and news concerning the Uni_. ·
The Granite provides the stu- versity and the surrounding
dent bo9y with opportunities communities. We strive for a
1---11111!11!...
ro gain experienc~ in the fields diversity of programming, en..,.~_~a.~-•--~
of production, business, pho- deavoring to provide something
r-1
tography, joournalism, adrriin- for each listener. In addition
istration and advertising. Mem- WUNH-FM strives to maintain
·, ·
.
. ,
·.
bership to The Granite is open the highest levels of professionto any undergraduate student alism in broadcasting. We pro.•
· SHOP
'.:,
at the University of New Hamp- vide the opportunity for inter·
, ·
MJfbk.
1- ._ e Ste d member S Of the
shire."
·
f
.
A'l\·
._ ._ fT ·fr ST. PORTSMOUTH NH . "I~ - 1.
,.. ·..,· - ·- - - ' ·
.I
commun_iiy to come into contact
• ~ - ---------- · I
with ,all aspects of ~adio station
.
· --o·t Tub Room Rentals
Rela, X At The Pr,·va-· te H
"The purpose of the Pro- operation through on the job_
gramming Fund Organization training."
This offer may not be com-bined With any oner or g1tt cert1!1ca1e·
is to provide funding and assist_RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 431-0994
ance for non-SAF recognized
undergraduate student organ~

,,,r) EMBROIDERY 'IN TR£-MUB··- _·•:'

~~~

~ r® ~ r®

~- ~ ~- ~ ~~ ~

-------------·.Write news

-..--!!!!~~~--------.ai!!!!!!!!!!!!~----~
·. , . .
T

·-L..1-E
• · · .. ' ·_.:··==·~:-T-

---------- -

Expires
12/30/86 ~ "- - Christmas gift certificates availahle

- --. _

,The New
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P,.;y Rates
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Ro0mmate needed in apartment in Newmar.k et. Near K-Van stop, in downtown.
Own room $155.00/month. Two other
roommates. Available Jan 1 ._Call Abby.
~im , or Amy 659-2180.
OnEl bedroom in a three bedroom in-·town
Newmarket apartment available. December 1st or January 1st. Wall to wall
·carpeti'ng, bright .livingroom with a view
of the river. Three miles from campus. on
K~ri-vaA route. RENT is $200 a month per
person and this includes heat. UTILITIES
you will pay for are electrlcity and phone.
_ROOMMATE preferred is: a non-smoker,
male or female·. PreseQt tenants are both
male UNH _students . INFORMA HON call
Cindy daytimes at 862-1001. Weekends
and evenings call Rick, Phil, or Cindy at
659-2521..

2 be.drpom, _partly -furnished, newly carpeted. in quiet wooded location overlooking
Oyster Hiver, less than one mile trom
c-ampus : Fireplace .-Appliances . Lease.
References. 862-2689. 868-7530; or (617)753°4762. - ·
GRAD St.~ dent, looking for hous.ing for
Spring Sem. -Either·sharing house or large
apt. close to campus.$ range 15d-250 per ·
1
month t Currently living in ME (2•07) 324965:l 'Call days Of leave message in eve.
Michael.
Apart~ents for, rent·: Raymond-3 Rm, 1
bedroom. 1 bath apt,· private setting, 20
min. from UNH. 400/mo & sec.· Call 8959516. Stfatham-6 .Rm. 3 bedroom duplex
on 8 acre.s. Beauti.ful setting, 15 min. from
UNH, 700/fT)O & sec: Call 772-9511 .

t.____ti_e_,_p_w_
. a_n_te_d__l...J,

[U

NANNY POSITIONS. Care for children in
one of several East or West Coast locations.
Room. board. $120-200 per week . Attend
school eves. ·one year commitment. Nonsmokers preferred. Call for interview. LA
PETITE MERE 1 -800-62.1-1985 ,
Help Wanted Benetton: Bright, e:riergeHc,
frienc;Jly person (M or F) to work as parttime sales clerk at Benetton, Fox. Run Mall.
Must work weekengs. starting D.ec. 12th
including the 2 days before 'Christmas.
Apply in person.
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sig~tseeing. Free info. Write
IFC. PO Box 52-NH1 Corona Del Mar. CA
92,625

!.·

.

· .

1

..CIIIJ
HUI
1

r., Ille •

· Suzuki FZ 50 Moped-extremely dependable. 80 miles to the gallon-Maybe wrong
season but a bargain for $300 w / helmet'
Call Becky at 868-9856 Room 705.

---Jll ti J

__
Pe_rso_na_ls

Mary Berry, I'm so excited about this
weekend. We will eat too much (again').
dr~nk too much. drive Paul and Mel crazy
and just have a great time' Oh, of cou.rse
we'll also spend too much. Should be fun
for uslf You are the bestest roommate ever'
Thanks for being such a support this fall.
- Just think, one more semester to go11 Love
ya lots. Tingo

-1l§J.
.~"V .

'--------------'

Need a quiet space to study? Check out
the alternative study space list at the
Commuter /Transfer Cifnter Room 1,36
MUB
Women, to..avoid situations which ~ay
develop into a hazard, ···you need to be
conscious of the signals you send with your
posture, clothes, tone of voice, gestures
and eye contact. Become responsible for
your unspoken communication."

SKIS FOR SALE;-1 pair K Slalom- 77, 200
cm. Racing stock w/mare·r M-46, racing
t;>inding, $450 value for $2.2011 Call Scoft
'868-9831

TYLER and HEATHER: RELAX. Encore
performance Sat. night, Stoke 533. FRAN. KIE says ... be there. CU, the resi of rear
entry and H2. ..

'76 Malibu Classic, 66,000 orig. miles . .f>SPB
New radials . 6 cyl., AM/FM. No rust. Runs
great. Lost license. Must sell. $399 or best
offer. 862-4560. Rm. 111 or 868-9609 ..
Doug M.

Andrew-Just thought I tell you what a great
friend you are. I love you. Head

6.6 BILLION AVAILABLE FOR COLLEGE'
HEY EVtRYBODY, Time is running out to
We match sources electroAically. Freshmen/Sophomores wr.ite ACADEMIC FUND- _ join the r /IT,~J<(l,,A <f!.c_e_< II' Ni so you had
-better hurry. Remember, it only takes a
SEARCH, PO Box K, Plymouth, NH 03826
$3 do~ation, a legal birth certificate and
If you are forced to have sex, se x-ually
a c~II to ''Big Jim." You are the f_uture.
-·
assaulted, or raped and woufd like to talk
Would
you
like
to
drink
some
cheap
beer.
·
to a woman who has been trained to help
sit around and do nothing, and be part of
in these situations, call 862-1212. day or
the -fastest growing campus organization
· night and ask for RAP E ~RISIS COUN1
since the Hell's Angels? You can be you
SELOR
_
know. Call 868-1684 and ask for ''Big Jim"
Looking for someone to look after your
or "Nasty Paul." You 'll ~e glad you did.
apartment/house over Christmas· break?
Join the UTICA <JLUg !ftll!I It's nice. Just ask
I'll do it in exchange for a p.lace to stay.
'. 'Big Jim" 868-1684. Say '.hey Big.Jim, can
Please call Liz: 862:4225.
I join the UTICA CLUB too?' And he'll say
Childcare in my home for 6 month infant.
yes if you have $3, because we like. you.
4 hours ori Monday. Prefer morning. $4.00
Hey you Cod-'heads, Wha:1a helluva thyme.
·an hour. Portsmouth. 436-5979
it was damn X-citing. I .w ould x-speciatly
A Safe Place, in Porfsmouth, runs an onlike to thank Polly and Bob for the use of
going suppori /group for Victims of
their house, and also their lovely daughter.
PARTNER ABUSE (physical and / or psyYou know what I mean. The Beat, Schrriile.
chological) in the parlor of the Community
Hu·m , The Lunatic, and all the rest. "the
Church of Durh~m. 17 Main Street. Durham.
~~-~" say yeah.
Thursdays 7 -8:30 p.m., free of r,harge. New
members should call the office (436-7924),
Dear Laurie·, you sweet thing you, how's
if possible. so that the facilitators can be
DDDDDaaann? Or should I say, him? Keep
contacted and. in turn, call the new member
me posted. The Blonde one.
back.
·

a

NHOC SKI TRIP December 18. Bus ride,
lift ticket. and help for beginners. Price $27.
Sign up room 129 MUB
Saferides is a free and _confiaentia l service
for UNH students that.are intoxicated and
shouldn't be driving. Thursday thru Saturday 10 p.m.-2 a.m. 862-1414

Pete, Pete, Pete, I am truly sorry ?.bout last ·
night's la.le night. I will definitely try to g_
et
· out onhe off.ice sooner. i mean 1·will try.
Tomorrow will be key and the Bean trip
.cool., too. let's stay close and in love. Your
only:_c...~, -·-- - ·---- --DeatDan. r l_ove you -With- all my heart and
soul. .I love yow body and I love your heart.
I also love you_r everlasting tou.ch. Don't
ever leave .... F,lyan.

The student senate promotes hatred for
Effect-ive communication is so important.
littl e itty bitty animals and East German
Here is one statement which exemplifies· - women swim te:a m m embers who smoke
this: "I can't assume that this woman wants . big sto~ies.
Laurie, we will have fun in 'the tropical
Smith-Corona Electric Porta'ble Typewriter.
sex with me simply because I want sex
- - - " - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Florida sun. We will get tan on the goldaaan
Good condition. ~sking $85.00. Call Mike
with her, but I can open my eyes and see
Effective communlcation .is important. If _ beach and we will have a blast on the
at 862-1682
someone asks you to jump off a bri.dge · boardwalks : How many days? ]c.ess than
if she 'does and take a reasonable risk and
BEAT 2"'year waiting lis(i n .C.OOPS. Two
ask her-without trying to predetermine
make sum you know wh·ich bridge the
12. That means twelve days till-bikininess. •
spaces open-Apt N-- 3 as. of 'Jifnuary 1st:''.·: 1976 Plyi;nouth Volare, runs well, jt,Jst
her answer by the way I phrase the
person wants you to jump off. Also make
Your roomie.
1§86. CALL ASAP 868-7342.
'·
· ' inspected, 2nd engine: 75k miles, 6 cyl. ·
question. "
·
·
sure you can swim, you have a towel and
automatic, AM/FM, needs some work. $450
Dave. You are. such .a "HUMBLE" editor-11111
warm -clothes, a· nip or two of good brandy,
HElP:_Subletter needed for nextsemester •, firm, call ,after 5 p.m. 749-4588
Care
for
others
durfng
this
holiday
season,
fully furnished house focat,e d at 2 Davis
and an area free of sharks and pollution. _
don't drink and drive.
To B-5 and C>3 (U'AC): Let's deck those
Southern Car-1980 Datsun 210. 4 dr.
Court. Single avaifable. Please call DianAa
Sometimes I have video attacks and I play
halls and trim thosi/ire~s Frid~y night 18oz
sedan, 5 speed, 35-40 mpg. Well rnainat 868-1 433 for more info.
TYPING OF ALL KINDS, $1.25 per double
video games for iwo or three hours at a
tained, runs great! Must sell $750 or best
spaced
page.
Pick-up/Delivery
if
requ·ire.d.
To
my friends at The New Hampshire: Well,
Sublet r:,rivate· room-female . Young Drivf).
time. I'm a video animal.
.,,
·
offer,. 659-7017
PLEASE CALL 749-3819 after 5 P.M.
it's ·been one hell <'lf ,a se!'l)este_.t ha.sn 1t if'?. '
- $950 for second semester call after 7 p.m.
I miss you already. Thanks for all the help
,Jetblack Memphis Elecfr1c Guitar for sale.
Beth Ann, Even if you move away you can't ., Lisa. you've been a great manag.ing editor
an_d ask for Beth 868-6023'.
and , support. Dave and PK. thanks for
and a better friend . "The New Har17pshire"
3 tone control, switch. \/olume, & tone · · get away from me. I have to take good care
Dover: Roomn:i ate needed to s.ha(e apt.
is going to-miss you, b\Jt not half as much
putting up with my "moods" thanks for being
controls. Les · Paul Copy good condi of you until Jeffrey comes home.-1 love YC?U
Apt. on 'K~van rte. and near Wentworth
as I will. Your friend, Dave. ·
such good friends . Can't wait for dinner :
tion/stmdy build .' $95. Must sell. Call Paul
lots.
Head
(P.S.
Andrew
and
I'
are
still
Douglas. ·Rent'would be.$135/mo. Utilities
Sat.night! M.B. ahd Marla: thanks for getting
R. at 868 -9830 or 862-1323.
volunteering you know!)
Lame Duck, you've done a muc-h, much
. ·are usually $10-25/mo. Needed for 2nd
better job than Marla and I expected when - those stories in, on deadline (hee,hee) and
Excellent carfor sale! 1978 Toyota Corolla,
se-mester. Female roommate preferred .
Choosing to drink is your decision , but to
te my D..C. bupdies.J et's
iJ again next
we hired you, You're a st~H. In fact, I can
4 door. Engine in PERFECT shape. Very
drink and drive, you are endangering not
Call 749-6571 if interested. Ask for Rhonda
year Paul, good luck with th6f.internship.
honestly say that you two have 'been the
rittle
rust
_'
New
radiator
and
exhaust.
only your life, but others on the road. Think .
or Hol!y.
We've been thro1:1gh a lot. I'll miss you. I'm
best news team to work at the pa-per in
AM/ FM cassette with Alpine speakers.
about it.
·
glad we decided to ·stay friends. Joanne,
Durham: Room for rent in townhou·se.
years. Lame Duek, we're going to miss you
Many many •mile's left in this car. $1095 .
It's a secret ... the Commuter Transfer
Good luck riexf semester' And Mr: Ale x-Privacy and u~e of all faQilities. 5 min. walk
too.
Call Adrian at 659-6§9$.
to T-hall. Jan, 1. Call 868:5449_
Center has a list of alternativ·e study
ander, work just wouldn't have been the
Paul. I'm not going to . mis~ you at all
· K2 Comp 110· Skis-in good shape w / good ' spa ees ... Room 136 MUB
·same without you, And for everyone else .
Single bedroom in a three bedroom apartbecause you still owe me beer. The Ec;J.
bindings : good for beginner. 175's, $60 or
thanks for all your hard work. This paper
To the c.ute giri l_met on September 3, 1985.
ment for rent in Dover for second semester!
BO. Call Becky aU l68-9856. Room 705
is the greatest: Happy Holidays to everyone'
NH
Staff- Thanks for the war-m-welcoming.
I'm still helplessly, hopelessly, deeply in
Right on Kari-van. $250 a r_nonth includes
Good luck on finals! All my love, Lisa, y,our
Portable Computer-Kaypro 2, 2 disk □ rives, · love with you. B.
I'm looking forward to working with you
everything_- heat, hotwater, electricity,
loving managing ecj.ttor.
64k RAM , Word star, spreadshee ( info .
next semester. 8oz
· and cable TV. Ca_ll Bart;>ara 749 - 2~05
Alcohol-related highway deaths'.are the
management: 12 games, $650-7 49-4784
anytime. Leave message.
. number one killer of 15-24 year-olds.
1979 Honda Civic 1200: Brand -new engine . .
1 bedroom in 3 .bedroom apartment availTo the ballsy ad office: Thanks for the ·
good mechanical , new tires, very clean,
able Durh·am, 1 mile fr-om campus $195
compliment! You're a super bunch too! Talk
only
$1500,
Call
Becky
868-9856,
Rm
..
705.
per month & 1 /3 elec. Call 868-6-123. · ·
about keeping me on my to e-s ll Marj (the
What an achievement . '
gr.aphic maniac)"
_______ ·
But then again, .
_
Annie M-That was a"wild " bash you threw
Jnything originating December 9
Sat. nig'hl. Let's do it again some time, huh?
bound -to s_u cceed, riglJt?
Get that boy just a-jivin ...ha, ha. Love M.
Whalan omen for you guys!
Love, the Mol~ste/
Wanted: Garage or -other safe location to
Actually, I think it is .because
park c ar over Christmas break Will pay
with faces like those, you know better
reasonable fee. Anthony , 862-4034 after
than to look else.where!
·
·
6:30pm .
·
,,..

0

t

do

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

is

FRE~' A safe r.id.e hom e if you're ao
intoxicated person and _feel you shouldn't
drive. The benefits -outweigb the (:;Osts.
Saferides 862-1414.

_.._____,,,

FLOR IDA IN DECEMBER with your loved
one during X-mas break. Let' s start tanning
now at Tanique, 130 Congress St'. Ports- ·
mouth NH
Kristen: Pitney Bowes. IBM-the· sky is the
limit' They'd be. idi ots if they didn't grab .
you. We're on the movel Ballsy women of
. the ei§Jhlies selling Cheerios, Count Chocula and Boo-Berw Arghh'? .
Adopt_ion: We are a happil y marrried
prof ess-ional couple with s-trong family
values longin g to adopt newborn. Lots of
lov e, beautiful ho me and bright t utur ~
guarant eed. Completely lega l. Expenses.
covered. Please ca ll coll ect. Chris and PauJ
.212~9'27-6997

Bobbing for poodles -

Qayid- Are you getting excited to get your
new "wh.eel.s" for Christmas?ll1'.This .co uld
be your la st person al t,his year. so yow.may
wElrit to c ut ·it owt-and f.rame it il Would you
li~.e to see your aw(;)some,girlfrien(j tohi_ghf? ,
·
lt'so ca ll me··after 100911 ... "Bea ;, ·

~ ·.Durham
-~

·

Bike·

868-563-4·

Christma-s ·SALE

Cat Eye Solar Computer
Winter Tune Up
NISHIKI :Bicyc1e

Cannondale.SR 400

$55
$34

$269
$469

SALE-~.,
$39

$19
'. $199
$399

Clpthing : Tights, Jackets, Hats,
Gloves on .SALE .
ALL.Other Bikes and Frames ~lso on SALE.

._Mo r}Qfil'-Fr ida')'J.14 ~£;~~/19-=12 nQQ~
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Tired of shopping?
\'"';':'

.

Consider
I

_, ·- \

1£u11lnlth, ~h~ perfect
·gift!
\

The Cambridge Summer ,Program
52 Hamilton Smith Hall
862-3962,

-

-

--

.

TELEPHOIIE TAPE LIIE
Anger ·

:r

Self-Improvement

Eighting Constructively... 5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings ...6
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism ... 7
Dealing with Anger... 8
Understanding Jealousy:and
How to Deal with it...9 · ·
1

Depression
What is Depression ...431
How to Deal with ·
Depression ...432 ,
How to Deal with ,
Loneliness ... 32
· Depression as d lifestyle.. ;433

Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Woys to Cope with it...30
How to Handle Fears ...33
Coping with Stress.:.38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Mediation ... 312
Death and Dying ... 84

,

I

SelfAssertiveness; ..402
Bui'lding Self Esteemed
Confidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...1 O
Becoming Independent from
. Parents ...4 78·
The Value and Use of
Self-Talk... 36
What is Counseling and How
to Use it...61
.
Learning· to Accept Yourself...44

Sexuality -

.

Male Sex Roles...40 _
Male Homosexuality...21
Dealing with lmpotence... 23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality... 24
Female Sex Roles ...39
Female Homosexuality...20
Female Orgasm Problems ...22

Friendship ·

Friendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend .._.90
. , Rec?gn~zing Suicidal
Feeling ,n Oth~rs ...492

-

Dat.ing .
Dating Skills ... 18
· Infatuation or Love .. .70 .
Things to Consider in Looking
for.a Mate.. .71 ·
Types of lntimacy...3
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ...83
Physical lntimacy...4

Health-Related Issues
Early sign of an Alcohol
-Problem ... 160
Responsible Decision·s about
Drinking_
...161
I've been Raped, What
Do I Do?...315 ·
Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent...479
.
·
Anorexia rNervosa & Bulimia ...215
-Herpes-symptoms and
·Diagnosis ...209
AIDS-Reducing the Risks ...225 AIDS-Symptoms and
Diagnosis ... 218

Dial 862-3554 any night fr~m 6:00-12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid memb~r will answer the phone. Select the ,
tape you wi$h to bur by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
don"t hang up when the tape ,is over. and a Cool-Aid
member will come back on the line.
/

/
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(continued from page 28)
tinued their peskiness on de- did manage to do well was scored 23 points on 9 of 15
fense. In all, Syracuse committed execute their pateqted full-court shooting. She also made three
press. ''They played a very good pivotal steals late in the game
21 turnovers and shot a dismal
_
man-to-man defense," said San- that helped seal the win.
32 percent from the floor in the
born. "But when we managed _ Kinney and Pinkos hooked
first half. The key, according
to get the ball past halfcourt, up for the most spectacular play
to Sanborn, was the job that
we .were usually successful in . of the game. After a Syracuse
sophomore fotwa-rd- Carolyn
hitting our shots." UNH guards hoop, Pinkos inbounded the ball
Keav:eny turned in on Syracuse'·s
Karen Pinkos and Melissa Pfef- to her favorite target, Kinney.
flashy forward, Felish~ Legette.
"Carolyn did a great job on her," · fer le committed 15 of UNH's. Problem was that it was too far
28 turnovers, but the 'Cats' for her. Or so everyone thought.
' lauded Sanborn. "She held her
to t~elve points, which is far ~ torrid shooting pace offset their Kinn~y reached out just as the
baJl was going out of bounds and
mistakes.
below her average.''. The Orange
Sophomore center 'Kris Kin- re-directed it to Missy Belanger
also clanked five of eleven free
ney continued to show why she under the basket. Easy two. _
th_rows, which didn't help their
No matter how you slice it,
is one of t:he more dominant
cause.
One i:hing that the Orange players in the conference, .;i:s she the story of the game was that

UNH was hot and Syracuse was flawless shooting, pulling down
no.t. The Orange came out in the five rebounds, and handing om
second half and resumed their seven assists. Deb Dorsch, voted
sad rate of futility, shooting 34 . Rookie-of-the-Week in the Seapercent as UNH connected on board Conference, proved to be
a seed in the Orange as she
55 percent of their shots.
Syracuse cam_e close several scored 16 points .on 8 of 9
times in the fourth quarter, shooting. Many of, her shots
causing a minor scare for San- came at crucial moments ...lt's
born and her troops.' "I wasn't too bad more people _do not
bother going. to the women.' s
confident of the win until there
were about fifty seconds on the games. As the few fans at
clock," said Sanborn, "Then I Saturday's game can attest, this
year's team is exciting and worth
felt good."
watching .. .The women enterWILDCAT NOTES: Karen Pin- tain the Lady Stags of.Fairfield
·
tomorrow night at. 7 :00.
kos displayed her versatility by

•••

Upcomin g· Events •..
Men;s Swim Keene
Basketball Fairfield
M. Basketball UMass
·BC
M. Hockey
. Hockey. Harvard

Wed (':00
-wed 7:00
Thur 7:30
Wed 7:30 ,
"Th_u r '7:00

"/,
... •:1-~ -~ ...... . ;_ .,
,\
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Harvard Crimson bring hoop team back to earth
By Stephen Skobeleff
The second half not where ·
i~ is at for the UNH Wildcats.
In three games thus far the 'Cats
have been mushed in the second
half by a combined score of 11873 . The mo~t recent of th_€~_e ·
second half downfalls came at
the hands..of the Harvard Crim1son this past Saturday.
1
The Harvard battle, like the
tw<) before it, start~d--out great
for the Wildcats. ' With two
· minutes left in the first half the
'C~ts were in front by- twG, 2826. From this point on though
Harvard was more than able to
t~me the New Hampshi-re
squ;id. The Crimson· launched
a run of 13-2 to end the half with
, a 39~30 advantage. The Wildcats
..
never recovered.
The Crimso.n, led by .guard
Keith Webster, nudged their
advantage_to as ·much as -83-5 3
"in the £In.al twe!)ty minutes...
Webster_w·as the thorn in the
··cats · claws .t hough with a 22
., point showing thafincluded.fiye ·
. ,J".:point heaves. The final tally
"showed the Crimson at 9'3 while

is

UNH mustered u . 67 . .

Not even Todd Black's 27 - _seem to break down ." The
points could aid the Wildcat freshman sees the need for the
cause. Individually, Black scored team to play more ball with one
a career high with the 27. another.
Moreover his buckets resulted
The team has compiled a
in the third game· this season record of 1-2 thus far. Had the
where he finished in double college bas.ketball rnle books
digits.
shunned the idea of second halfs
The t:eam's loss could have altogether for this new season
been the consequence of many the team would be 2- 1, and
little things for the Wildcats. probably considered one of the
For one, the team shot a poor best teams in their conference.
3 3 percent from the floor. But since the spoq is played for
Furthermore~ the team turned 40 minu-tes a game instead of
the ball over a tqtal of 26 times.. 20, Coach Friel has a problem ·
"W-e went intO the Harvard ahead of him. Fri~l must figure
game a little flat," ·said UNH out a way to motivate his team
freshman forward Keith Car- to play second.half basketball
penter. ''We have to go into as well as they do it in the first
every game as we went into the . halyes. .
'
The team will next take on
BC game. We weren't as intense." Carpenter feels that the Yale tonight in Connecticut.
iptensity the team felt goin.g ,] 'he team hopes to fare better
into the BC game was "only , against this Ivy League opponatural" but says such intensity. nent than they have versus their
will h _ave to remain high if the last two; From there they return
team 1s to win.
home for a contest with UMass
Ori _the suhject o.f rhe second on Thursday at 7:30. The Bud
half collapses Carpenter com- Light Daredevils will perform
merit~d further. ":W e r~_ally,can't during the halfrime of the
seem to et to ether. We just · UMass

Todd Black (22) and Greg Steele (50) came up with clutch
performances against BC but not _~ven this pair could hefp
as the Wildtats fell flat at. Harvard.(Stu Evans file photo)
"

Swim team.wins
First meet-handily
By Mark DesRochers
Wildcat senior Greg Steele, shown here hitting for two ·of
Evan~ file photo)
·

No colllforf for UNH wrestlers
By Paul -Sweeney
The plane ride to Penn ·St.a te
may have be~n -an indication of
things to come. After arriving
in Pittsburgh, Coach Jim Urquhart and· ten UNH wrestlers
,boarded a 19-seat commercial
., 'plane which ~ould carry them
the re~t of the way to College
· Park, PA. It was there that the
Wildcats would compete irt the
Penn State Invitationaltour nament as the lone New ·England entry.
The tiny· plane, which seated
the pilot in the same cabin as
the pa_ssengers and ·had only 4
1/ 2 fee.t of standing room,
offered little comfort to the
UNH grapplers. For the Wild. cats, th.is less than luxurious
· treatment con-i:inued all 'wee . kend, especially on the mats.
· . In the to·urnament, UNH
found itself placed among the
nat_ion's very best in college
wrestling. Along with other
outstanding teams in the. 22.:
team competition, the host
Penn State squad participated.
The Nittany Lions were ranked
second iri the nation and had
recently defeated perennial
wrestling powerhouse Iowa.
Several of the individuals locking up in matches w~~e ranked

The UNH men;s swim team
· swept every individual event
Friday afternoon to· win its first
meet of the year against Holy
. Cross, 68-36.

UNH did not let down iri the
second half of the meet ·either.
Eric Andrew came out after the
diving b.reak to tie for first in
the 200-yard butterfly followed
by another Doug Gordon first
_in the 100-yard freestyle . Swirbliss joine.d Gordon by winnirig
· his· secorid event of the day, the
200-yard backstroke.

The meet proveg to be an easy
victory- for the Wildcats as the
Crusaders never came close. One
indication of how inuch UNH
Hug9 swam a fast early sea-:
in the top ten of the nation for determine the winner of an . dominated Holy Cross was that
extremely close match. Four the most points t~.e Crusaders son time of 5 :06.05 in the 500_their weight classes.
· The tournament itself was a Wildcats, including Schwern, were· able to score in one event · . yard freestyle to g<=t his name
showcase of individual talent. were successful in two matches was seven, a race that UNH did . in the winner's column. Chris
Kablick>ended the ind'ivid~al
The _format of competition . before being knocked out of the not even enter.
events' with a win in the 200centered around individual scor- double elimination tournament. ·
Despite a less than glamorous
yard breaststroke.
ing rather than the team scoring
that usually dictates a wrestling showing by UNH, Caracci lik~s
As mentioped, UNH did not
. match ...Each weight highlighted to look at the past weekend as enter. the first event, the 400- ·
32 wrestlers who came fo re'.:' a nice tune-up for- the season· yard medley relay. UNH came
UNH's men's team thus impre!)ent t-heir schools and to that lies ahead. "The compe - right back as Junior EricAhdre_w · proves its sea.'s on record to 1- ·
hopefully make a mark within tition at Penn State showed us· andJ9shua K_~y placed first and 2 ·and will h·a ve an excellent
where Wft had problems and second, respectively in the opportuntiy to eveh tqat record
the stiff field of competition.
According to Wildcat .s pokes- now we're ready to get in shape l,0Q0-yarsl frees,tyle. ' ·
if alLgoes w~ll for Coach-Frank
person Mike Caracci, UNH 'had and go flying into our dual
He li<=s,. Wednesday against
-,a tough ~ime. The 'Cats 118- · meets . Just being there was an
UN.H continued its doini - Keene State. The UNH wompound entry, Ciracci's· perfor~ honor and it's going to help us nance in the next event as they en's swim team also fared well,
mance over the weekend :was in the long run."
again placed first and second · . improving its record to 2-3 after
The UNH wrestlers will be in the .200-yard freestyle. This a 147- i23 winatHolyCrosslast
typical of the whole tournament
for die Wildcats. ' ~Some of us quite busy over th_e holiday time it was Chris Swirbliss Saturday.
weren't in good enough shape season. They have a quad meet coming in a full three seconds
to rake on competiton like that." with WPI, Harvard and NYU ahead of second place teammate
.
he said: "We're also a team with in Worcester. this coming wee- Philip Hugo. .
Both/ea.m s .are looking forsome hurting wrestlers." How- kend. While the . rest of ·us are
ward to meets against Keene
·ever, Caracci was quick to note welcoming in the new year, the .
By .the ttme Clint Bogard had , St. The men will swim at the
that it was an exciting expe - UNH grapplers will be soaking
fi~ldhouse pool on. Wednesday,
won
the I-meter diving event
in
the
sun
in
Deland,
fla.·for
rience. 'Just to be there among
Dec. lp at 4:00 pm. The women
for UNH, the Wildcats found
·
the
Sunshine
Open.
Before
the
top
wrestlers
in
the
nation
w,ill host Keene St. Thursday,
gave- a feeling of accomplish - school resumes next semester, themselves sitting on a 37.-15
Dec. 11 at 4:00 pm. Taking in
the _team will have several. lead. This was supported by
ment."
a UNH swim meet.is a good way The trip was not a total · matches under their belt. As Matt Stewar_t' s first place in the
disaster. UNH's Paul Shwern long as the Wildcats can stay 50-free and Doug Gordon's first · to cheer UNH to victory and
wrestled commendably, losing , away from tiny commercial place in the 200-yarq medley relive some stress before finals.
_his third match 0n n-itn_ia, aircrafts and get into shape, they !~-~ ; f..,y.
which is a formality used to should be all set.
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Hockey team e·m bairassed by -UMD, 11-4
By Chris Heisenberg .
A humbled UNH . hock-ey
squad ·will take on Boston College at Snivley Arena Wednesday night. This game will be an
important confidence booster
for the Wildcat-s, who last
Saturday lost 11-4 to 6~8-1
Minnesota-Duluth. It was a
performance which head coac}:i.
Bob Kullen called "worse than
the North Dakota game ·oo-O
loss)."
"Being a head coach is' a roller
coaster type experience, and
right now I'm at an ebb," Kullen
said. "Still, it's only one game."
"We had lots of mental and
physical breakdowns tonight,"
junior Quintin Brickl~y said.
''We'll go back .to basics. It's
going to take leadership right
on down the line to restore the
pride in the team."
In addition to rebuilding team
morale against BC, Kullen will
· have to contend with the loss
of captain and leading scorer
James Richmond, who received
a game disqualification in the
middle of the second period of
tpe Duluth game.
,
. ~Richmond's major penalty
and an ensuing bench penatty
opened the game up f~r Duluth,
and they widened the margiµ
from 5-3 to 7.;.3. However, the
game, in which UNH allowed
55 shots, was already lost.
._ Just 42 sesonds into the game

a turnover in the UNH 'deferi-' Rich Burchill, who h·ad replaced
sive zone led to the first of Eagle Greg Rota after the first period.
UMD's Tim Lorentz scored
Brian Johnson's three goals on
the night. At 3:01 a wide open a powerplay goal as the Wildcats
Dave Cowan scored on a re- ~e.re killing off the major
. bound to make it 2-0 BC. Rich- penalty to give his team a 'fourmond and linemate Steve - point cusl:iion at 7'-3.
The third period became
· Horner then stored for UNH.
Richmond's goal was the fiftieth garbage time as Sandy Smith, ·
of his career, but from that point Johnson, Guy Gosselin and Pat
Scanlo_n scored, while David
on it was all Duluth . .
Sean Toomey stole the .puck ·Aiken beat Hydpke for UNH.
UNH will shake up their lines
and fed Johnson in the slot for
. a 3-2 lead. Jirn Sprenger scored for the Boston College game,
on a rush down the left wing as Richmond will be out and
and Toomey scored on a nifty senior Allister Brown returns 1
·
inside-out move with just seven from a sprained ankle.
BC is currently at the top of
seconds. remaining in the period
Hockey East's standings wi,th
for .a 5-2 lead.
IQ the second period Rich- a 12-2 record, and have the
mond got into a tussle with le,igue's leading scorer. The
Duluth's Barty Chyzowski, and Boston Bruins made Eagie Craig
in attempting to lure him into Janney their first-round draft
committing ah extra penatly, pick last st1mmer. Janney is
jabbed him_in the legs. Both · considered a playmaker jn .the
·were assessed minor penalties, Gretzky mo-Id.
In addition to Janney, defen:.
but Richmond drew a five
seman Brian Leetch is a fresh. minute major for spearing.
. For the first two minutes the man and one of the east's best.
· teams skated four-on-four. Wild- The N.Y. Rangers made him.
cat Dan Prachar stole the puck their first pick, and he has been
inside the zone, -beating goalie a dominant player all year.
John Hyduke between the /pads. Another freshman defender,
Only two goals down, UNH was Greg Brown will probably join
the two on next year's U.S.
still alive ..
But w'hile UNH was celebrat- Olympic team. J\ll thr{'.e are
ing the goal they were given a worth the price of admission Assistant hockey coach Sean Coady must lpok _down in the
b~flch minor-for insulting the · alone. It might be worthwhile Hockey East standings to find his team. The Wildcats sit in_
· referee. -Then, j-µst 13 seconds to take time out of studying for
the ~ellar of the conference.(Ronit Larone photo)
· 1a-t er Skeeter Moore. scored on finals to see them play .

By RickKampersal
_
Boy, what a week it was for
women's basketball coach Kathy
Sanborn. Firs t, she captures her _
first win as a Division I coach
against Rhode Island; then het
hoopsters _knock off a heavilyfavored Syracuse squad. "It was
just terrific," said Sanborn.
ln fact, Lundholm Gymnasium has been a house of horrors
for Big East 'teams lately. Last
week, the men's team sent the
. Eagles of Boston College reeling
with a stunning defeat and now
this, a relatively easy 72-62 win
by the women over Syracuse?
C.;tn it be?
Syracuse, picked to finish
second in the powerful Big East
Confrrence, came into the game
fresh off a win over the women
of Louisville, who are probably
playing better than the male
Cardinals. The-Orange certainly
did not expect to have any .
tro-ubfe with a Seaboard .Con·ference opp.onent. But then
again, no one in the joint
expected to see the 'Cats shoot
The W 1 cat icemen will be looking for better r~sults when 65 percent in the first half, on
. h t at Smve
. Iy. (R. Ofllt
. . La,rone ph oto )
t hey £.ace BC W ed nesd ay mg
their way to a 36-28 lead.
I
/
"We were j11st blistering,"
said Sanborn. "The shots just
Hockey East Standings
" kept falling." The:Wildcat women . kept th½ public -address .
{\
announcer busy. Kinney .. swishL
.T
PTS
.. Pinkos .. good .. Dorsch:. bang.
Boston College ( 1.2-2-0) 11
2
22
0
I t was a ,steady procession of
8
2
, 17
1
Lowell 0-2-1 )
swishes , o ff-the-rims, and off
Maine 7.:5-2)
7
4
1
15
the backboards and it left the
4
Boston University )4-7-1)
7
1
9
· O ra nge shaking their heads in
Providence (4-8-1
4
amazement .
8
1
9
.· UNH n9t only played a great
Northeastern (3-8-2)
·3
7
2
8
game
offensively, they con New Hampshire_( 4-11-1 ) 3 ' 9 . 1
7
UPSET, page 26
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Sophomore Kri s Kinney (30) has helped launch the women's
basketball team off to a brilliant start. The team has a 2-1 mark
thus far.(Stu Evans file photo)

